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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
Much is known of Mahonri Young as a sculptor.

In this

plastic medium he won fame and recognition for his work on an
international as well as national level. His sculpture was
also mentioned in many art publications of the first half of
the twentieth century.

As his main goal in life had always

been to become a sculptor, he put most of his emphasis on his
sculpturing. However, Mr. Young was also a printmaker and
painter, but relatively little has been known about these
latter activities.
On August 25, 1959, the Brigham Young University purchased from the Mahonri Young Estate the major part**- of a
collection of paintings, sculpture, drawings, prints, books,
and miscellaneous items, among which were 1,140 prints produced hy Mr. Young, During the summer of 1962 these prints
were counted and studied by the writer, and a detailed record
was made indicating the title, date, size, type, and number
in each edition, and miscellaneous identifying features of
each print. Because of the size and the quality of the
x

The rest of the collection was given as a gift by
the children of Mahonri M. Young: Mahonri Sharp Young and
Mrs. Oliver Ingraham (Cecelia Agnes) Lay.

2
collection, interest in the study of the artist and his prints
was created.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this thesis was to study and to document the life and the work of Mahonri Young as a printmaker.
The more specific questions to be answered in this study were:
1. How does Mr. Young rate as a fine printmaker?
2.

What are his contributions to American Art as a

fine printmaker?
In order to answer these questions, it was necessary
first to knowt

(a) What is a fine print?

Mahonri Young accomplish?

(b) What did

(c) What did his contemporaries

say about him?
Delimitation of Problem
In view of the vastness of Mr. Young's art activity,
it was expedient that this study be limited to his printmaking.

It was not the attempt of this study to become mechan-

ical in the evaluating of aesthetic and monetary value of the
prints made by Mahonri Young.

Rather, to document the high-

lights of the life of Mr. Young which were connected with his
printmaking activity, to present an analysis of some of his
prints, and to compare the resulting data with the criteria
of a fine print was the plan of this study.

3

Basic Assumptions of the Study
It was assumed that Mahonri M. Young's skill and fame
as a sculptor was well established.

It was also assumed that

a valid analytical and evaluative study could be made of Mr.
Young's prints on the basis of a comparison made with the fine
print criteria.
Research Procedures
A thorough perusal was made of Mahonri Young's personal writings, records, and prints in an attempt to know the
man and his work. Books, magazines, and newspapers supplied
much information, and more was obtained through correspondence
and personal interviews with professional friends and relatives of Mr. Young.
Documentation of fine print criteria was made and
upon the basis of these criteria a print analysis chart was
composed.

Ten of the artist's prints were then studied and

analyzed with the use of the analysis chart. Evaluation was
then made of the analysis results.
Definition of Terms
Balance.--"Equilibrium of opposing visual attractions
or forces."2 This term is used in the text as one of the
elements of design,
•
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^Maitland Graves, The Art of Color and Design
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1941), p. 419.

i m i
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Edition.—This word is "applied to prints as to books,
meaning the whole number of impressions published at one
time."^
Elements.—"The basic materials or factors with which
all visual arts is built, such as line, color, texture, shapet
etc."4
Etching.—This term is used throughout the text in
reference to both drypoints and etchings meaning any "ink
impression made on paper from a metal plate upon which a
design has been scratched with a needle (dry point) or upon
which a design has been etched or bitten by dipping the plate
in acid."^
First state.—"The finished or published impression of
a print. Any prints made after changes are made are called
second states, etc."°
Form.—This term has two meanings and is used with
reference to both in this study.

"In the fine arts, form"

usually "means (1) man-made order, structure, design, composition, and organization," but it also is "used as a synonym
for (2) bulk, mass, volume, and solid"7 as one of the elements
of design.
3

Atherton Curtis, "How Prints are Made," Twentieth
Century Prints (Chicago: The Lakeside Press Galleries, 1932).
^Graves, loc. cit., p. 423.
°Curtis, loc. cit.
'Graves, loc. cxt«, p. 424.

5

Ibid.

5
Line.--"A continuous unbroken mark made by a pen,
pencil, brush, or drawing instrument. Also a series of separated points or other units that lead the eye along a path*"8
Line is used in reference to both the drawn line and the felt
line.
Medium.—"The instruments, agencies, materials, or
means of expression, such as oil paint, watercolor, stone,
wood, metal, words, sounds, etc."9
Print.--This term is used throughout the text meaning
"the printed sheet of paper after it has received the imprint
of the plate."10
Proof.—Though this terra often has the same meaning
as a print, its meaning is confined in this text as is more
customarily done, to "the early finer impression"11 of the
pxaxe«
Trial proof.—This term is used meaning "an impression
taken during the course of the work in order that the artist
may see the effect of his plate when printed from."**
Overview of Thesis Organization
The study fell logically into the following chapters:
Chapter I is the introduction to the problem.
^Graves, loc. cit.. p. 426.
9
10

ll

Ibid.

Curtis, loc. cit.

lhid.

12

Ibid.
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Chapter II presents the life of Mahonri Young in four
areas:
A. His schooling, background of training, and the
breadth of his studies,
B. His personality, understanding, and philosophy of
art and life.
C. His drawing and etching achievements and honors.
D.

His collection of works hy other artists.

Chapter III deals with defining and establishing the
criteria of a fine print and an etching.
Chapter IV contains the analyses and evaluations made
of Mr. Young's prints on the basis of the criteria of a fine
print established in the previous chapter. The following
questions are answered here: How does Mahonri Young rate as
a fine printmaker?

What are his contributions to American

Art as a fine printmaker?
Chapter V carries a summary of the findings and the
conclusions drawn from the study.
A Bibliography and Appendix follow.

CHAPTER II
LIFE OF MAHONRI MACKINTOSH YOUNG, PRINTMAKER
Background. Early Training, and
Breadth of Studies
Background
Early life.—Mahonri Mackintosh Young, a product of
Salt Lake Valley, was born August 9, 1877, in Salt Lake City,
Utah. He was a son of Mahonri Moriancumer and Agnes Mackintosh
Young and a grandson of the Mormon Prophet, Brigham Young.1
Mahonri had a good start in the arts.

Of his art

heritage he said:
in my Father2 were the artistic instincts and considerable skill of hand. My mother had similar taste.
If you look back to the pioneer days i n Utah you will
find my Grandfather a skilled painter and joiner (carpenter] and after he got to Utah an encourager of all the
arts; a passionate lover of the Theatre; builder of what
was for many years, the largest organ in existence; an
encourager of an Architecture which, though traditionally
Colonial, was individual and characteristic enough to be
known as Brighamesque.3
Mahonri M, Young, Unpublished Projected Autobiographical Notes, Brigham Young University Library Archives.
2
All of the direct quotations from Mr. Young's personal writings are unedited and have been quoted verbatim
throughout the text.
%l. M. Young, loc. cit.

PLATE I

Mahonri Mackintosh Young
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Mahonri, known as "Hon" by his close associates, was
early introduced to creative activities. Speaking of the
lower part of Parley's Canyon where he grew up, he said:
It was a place to dream of and regret. There were
farmers and a farm; there were workmen and working women
at the mill; there were animals and birds, and in all
directions beautiful landscapes. • . . There was clay in
the cut bank of the "Dugway." Some of this I was given
to play with, and I modeled birds and animals as any
child would.
With this beginning, Mr. Young early determined to
become a sculptor.
Early Training
Schooling.—Mahonri finished his common school studies
in Salt Lake City, worked for short periods in a stationery
store and for the Salt Lake Tribune, and then commenced to
study art under J. T. Harwood, one of the first of the great
Utah artists.

In 1899 he journeyed east to study at the Art

Students League. Two years later he traveled to Paris where
for three years he studied at the Julien, Colarossi and
Delacluse Academies.5

Drawing from casts and models, sculp-

turing, painting, exhibiting, and selling were his usual
activities.
A significant experience occurred while Mahonri was a
student in Paris when he had two of his pastels hung in the
Paris Salon. He began:

Utah
5

Salt Lake Tribune, November 3, 1957, p. 29A.
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I got one thing out of those two pictures, though,
that gave me great satisfaction at the time and has given
me a confidence ever since. I suppose every young artist
wonders if he has any distinct artistic individuality—
anything that will make his work recognizable as his
work.6
Mahonri continued, saying that a friend of his commented on
how well he liked Mahonri's pastels which he had seen hanging
at the Salon, As this man had never seen any of Mr. Young's
work which even remotely resembled these pastels, Mr. Young
asked in amazement, "How did you know which were mine?" His
friend responded that he knew immediately upon seeing the
pastels that they were the artist's. Much to Mahonri's pleasure, he also correctly told him where the pastels were hanging in the Salon.7
Self-education.—In his own studio Mahonri also undertook serious activity in etching.

For him etching was not a

later development but an antecedent of his earliest sculptures. He began to etch in the latter half of the 1890fs
while he worked for the Salt Lake Tribune in the engraving
department and he continued to etch concurrently with his
sculpturing and painting studies in New York and Paris,
There is no evidence that Mr. Young ever studied etching under
an instructor,9
M. M. Young, loc, cxt.
7

Ibid.

8
9

Ibid.

Mahonri Sharp Young, personal interview with son of
the artist, April 19, 1963.
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After completing his formal schooling, Mahonri engaged
in business of his own as a free-lance sculptor, painter, and
etcher and in 1905 returned to America.10
Of this period which was one of much progress and
growth as an artist, Mr. Young said, "I was working on my
own, and I've always thought that those two years that I had
after I got through going to school were the ones that determined more than all the rest put together." His formal
schooling until this time had all been "done for study. They
were preliminary," he said. Although he had exhibited etchings, watercolors, and pastels in the Paris Salon while
schooling it was not until he was out of school that he
really "got started at all." 11
Breadth of Studies
Reading.—Mahonri "had little formal schooling,"12
and he was largely a self-educated man. He was an avid reader
of a wide variety of books and other publications among which
were the writings of Emerson; fourteenth century French
writer, Froissart; fifth century Greek historian, Horatitus;13
and John Milton. C. M. Doughty's Arabia Deserts was a longtime favorite of his, and of French philosopher Florias
Montaigne, Mahonri said:
XV

M. M. Young, loc. cxt.

1X

Ibid.

12

The Salt Lake Tribune, November 3, 1957, p. 29A.

13

M. S. Young, loc. cit.
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As I look over the books I have read over the years
that have influenced me most, I believe Montaigne's
Essays is one of the chief. Much of his attitude has
sunk deep into the very fiber of my being.14
Mahonri Sharp Young, the son of artist Young, added
that his father read art books and magazines over and over
again and was so well versed in art history that he believed
Friedlaender15 at the Art Students League was the only man he
had met who had knowledge comparable to that of his father.16
Keen memory.—Mahonri had a keen memory for many and
diverse facts. How intensive his concentration and memory
was when viewing art works is clearly illustrated in the following incident.

Someone, wondering who had painted it,

showed Mr. Young a detail of a rabbit. Unhesitatingly and
calmly, Mahonri identified the rabbit as that belonging in a
certain corner of a particular painting done by Titian; checking verified his statement.
Mr. Young spent hours in art museums in serious study
and contemplation.

So well did he get to know the art works

in these edifices that he was able to recall exactly where a
particular painting could be found in a certain gallery, on
the west wall, third one from the right, etc. He often
refused invitations to go back to art galleries he knew, saying simply that he already knew those pictures I 1 7
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M. S. Young, loc. cit.
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Divers knowledge.—Mahonri used to admit to his family
that his was a mind full of useless information. His studies,
which did not end with philosophy and art history, included an
intimate knowledge of the scores of subjects appearing in his
drawings and paintings.18
Mr. Young spent a period of his life drawing and
painting in the American Southwest and learned much about the
Hopi, Apache, and Navajo Indians. He knew that they belonged
to the "great, farflung Athapascan linguistic family,"19 and
he became well-acquainted with the customs and characteristics
peculiar to each of these three tribes.
Information files.—Artist Young kept files of photographs, articles and pictures of various people, animals, and
things. He had folders bulging with material on cattle, oxen,
buffalo, hippopotami, goats, birds, pioneers, trappers,
Indians, laborers, prize-fighters, and artists, to name only
a few.
Mahonri was very well acquainted with the various
breeds of burro also, and once when he saw a group of Mexican
woodchoppers ride into town to buy food, he immediately took
note of the new kind of burro they rode.
I have never seen such strong, vigorous burros.
There is a photo I took of them leaving and the fine,
easy stride of the burros was something I had never seen
before. They walked as freely and rapidly as a horse
18

Ibid.

19

M. M. Young, loc. cit.
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and, this, carrying a good sized man, a forty Pou5J* stock
saddle and pancho tied on the back of the saddle.20
Technical knowledge.—Observation of nature was a
daily practice whether he was camping in a canyon, riding a
train, or sitting in a room. His writings tell of the
struggles for survival in which wasps, spiders, pigeons, pigs,
cows, or grasshoppers engaged. His depictions of the fighting, feeding, or mating scenes reveal his passionate interest
in life and nature. This love of life was his fuel and it
motivated the fresh, delightful drawings he made. Subject
matter ranged from people and animals to landscapes, marines,
and interiors.21
Mahonri's drive to learn, to experience, and to know
nature justifies the praise given him by his close friends.
A friend said of him:
A zest for life, a keen sense of perception along
with his native talent was reflected in his work.22
Perhaps his most salient characteristic was his
enthusiasm for all of the arts--and everything else.
From the old days at the 59th Street studio to the last
days at the Century, his interest in things never flagged.
His conversation ranged from model-T Fords to Rubens, from
Bach to modern skyscrapers—always with a fresh and an
original twist to it. 2 ^
Response to and observation of nature.—Mahonri's possession of an intense interest in life and nature along with
2Q

Ibid.

21

Ibid.

22

Will Crawford, Personal letter, April 14, 1963.

23

Charles Locke, Personal letter. May 5, 1963.
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a keen sense of observation was evident early in life. The
following excerpts from his writings portray the sensitive
appreciation the artist had for beauty.

In describing Weber

Canyon where he played and grew up, he said in picturesque
language:
At the far end the mountains rose up and blocked the
views. These fair mountains were covered on their northern sides with evergreens and quaking asps [aspens] —the
evergreens making them very dark in the shadows. Where
the ground rose on the south side of the valley the mountain sides were, also, covered with the same growth of
evergreens and quaking asps, the quaking asps with their
white trunks and sparkling, twinkling leaves lending a
decorative and delicious light to the heaviness of the
evergreen and dark mountain masses.24
Later in life when Mr. Young was on an extended study
trip to Arizona, he described the thrill and awe he felt at
sunset:
One evening, late enough for the side of the bottom
at the canyon to be in shadow the opposite side was still
in golden yellow light. I noticed [that] first one, then
two buzzards sailing down into the canyon from the top
at the side were flying diagonally into the canyon and
on to the bottom, on the other side. First one, then
two, then three, and then a continuous stream. There
must have been a dead horse or sheep down at the bottom.
The stream of turkey buzzards, gliding down against the
golden sun, lighted red cliff opposite, was one of the
most beautiful sights I have ever seen. There was a
great picture in it but I have never felt equal to attempting it, even though I do remember it, visually, with
great distinctness.25
Mahonri was ever aware of colors and values; he has
been called an imaginative and intuitive colorist "of the
strain of Michelangelo, Titian, Rubens, Goya, Renoir and
"
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Millet."26

An interesting record of one of his observations

is quoted:
She came and went—out of the dark obscurity--into
the light, A picturesque figure with bent shoulders covered tightly with a small shawl of a nondescript yellowish color. Now and then a man's voice came out of the
obscurity.
The old lady, who came and went at the far end of the
room, interested me. As she came into the light her profile was a black silhouette against the far window and
her shoulders rounded in the light. I was impressed with
the largeness of her nose and its high bridge. All
Spanish, I kept saying to myself* Indeed the whole place
was more Spanish than Mexican.27
Resourcefulness.—If Mahonri ran across a topic in his
traveling, reading, or conversing, about which he was unsure,
he could not rest until he found information which satisfied
him.

This seemed to be the pattern throughout his life. He

"was an artist who never stopped working, and a review of his
work emphasizes the fact that he never stopped growing."28
Love of life.—Mahonri often said that he was "one
for whom the visible world exists." Nature with all her living things in their natural activities drew his constant
attention, and with pencil and sketchbook or metal plate and
etching needle he spent hours drawing from nature.2^ »He
26

Guy Pene Du Bois, "Mahonri Young, Sculptor,"
Sculpture, Drawings, and Paintings by Mahonri Young (New York:
Sculptor's Gallery, 1918),
~
27

M. M. Young, loc. cit.

28

Blizabeth Clare, "Studio Collection—Mahonri
Mackintosh Young," Unpublished bound volume in Brigham Young
University Mahonri Young Collection, 1959.
29Harry Wickey, Personal letter, April 30, 1963.
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seemed to be observing and recording as a means of learning
and creating."3^
In summation of Mahonri's efforts to educate himself,
it can be said of him that "reality was his great love and
life was of never-ceasing interest."31

The outstanding

quality of Mahonri's works is,
. . . the animation, the movement, the vibration of life.
He expresses no doubt, no fear, and there is love in
every line. . . . These pictures are always well drawn
and well composed, but in every touch there is a strong
feeling for form.32
Personality, Understanding, and Philosophy
Personality
Sensitive teacher.—Sensitivity in one's psychic
makeup, a quality necessary in a good artist, was not lacking
in Mahonri.33 He got his ideas across to people by speaking
not directly but tangently to them. He had an understanding
that ideas can sometimes be more powerfully transmitted when
one potent idea subtly sets off a whole series of motivating,
energizing ideas in the minds of others than when they are
flatly stated in a long explanation. Mr. Young had no cutand-dried philosophy. His was an ever vibrant philosophy,
30

B . F. Larsen, Personal letter, March 23, 1963.

31

M. S. Young, Talk given at Brigham Young University,
Art Department, April 18, 1963,
32
Alice Merrill H o m e , Devotees and their Shrines
(Salt Lake City;
33

The Deseret News, 1914), p. 86,

Larsen, loc. cit.
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open to new truth, and he did not impose his beliefs upon his
students.34
Sincerity and steadfastness.—Being a sincere, dedicated man, Mr. Young appreciated his own work and believed it
to be sound and good. He had a constant, steady faith in his
work, and he was not given to being overly exuberant nor
despondent about it. 35

He "had the capacity for hard work,"30

Though Mr. Young's first impulse comes like a revelation, he is willing to spend years if necessary to work
out his conception, but some of his best things are done
at white heat and are accomplished within a few days.
This of course is where neither material nor time push
themselves between him and his inspiration.37
Individuality.—Mahonri1s Paris classmates once pronounced him to be a loafer because he was in the habit of
skipping his classes when he did not feel like drawing from
casts or models and of visiting art exhibitions and museums
instead.
One of these classmates, John Gregory, said to Mr.
Young after looking at his sculptures, "I'm burning up with
jealousy.

What bothers most of us is that you did about

everything and did it good [sic]."38

Mahonri*s reply was:

Well, of course I did. They were just learning one
thing. . . . I could do what they were doing in Salt Lake
or in New York, if I could get a model, but I couldn't go
^ M . S« Young, loc* cit.
35
3o

Ibid.

Crawford, loc. cit.

37

Horne, loc. cit.
'
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to the Louvre, . . . I was trying to get as broad a base
as possible on which to grow. That's why I worked at
everything and took time to go see all the museums and a
great deal of the exhibitions. 1 had long made up my
mind not to loaf in my studio. If I wasn't working I
went out and if I did nothing else I just observed the
passing show. And I'm not so sure I could have done
better.39
Mahonri said that all the serious students always
drew from life, from the model. It was considered dishonest
to draw from memory*

But he had always wanted to do things in

motion and had "long realized that if I wanted to do anything
with the kind of subjects I wanted to do, I should have to
learn to work from memory and my notes, sketches, and drawings*"40

He therefore did two sculptures, "The Shoveler" and

"Man Tired," from memory and sketches and won a critic's
acclaim when he exhibited them.
Integrity and poise.—Mr. Young's writings reveal him
to be a man of courage and integrity who said what he sincerely believed, and his friend speaks of him as "an outspoken
amiable personality" who "talked entertainingly on a vast number of subjects."41 Another friend said, "When he was convinced he was right he was a hard man to down in an argument , " 4 2
An incident which reveals more clearly the command
Mr. Young had over his emotions and tongue was found recorded
39

Ibid.

40

Ibid.

41

Sears, loc. cit.

^Crawford, loc. cit.
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in his own diary. At a luncheon, Mahonri

met artist Borglun,

He was introduced to Mr. Borglun as a sculptor going to
New York; and upon hearing this, Borglun immediately began a
verbal onslaught of insults against the schooled sculptor and
indirectly ridiculed Mahonri. Very quietly, in a voice heard
the length of the dinner table, Mr. Young replied, "Mr.
Borglun, would you mind telling me how much you would give to
have had the kind of training you have just spoken of?" 43
Courage and loyalty.—Mahonri's integrity was matched
by his life-long courage. He was a fighter all his life.
When but a youngster he beat some neighborhood bullies and
years later, when he was seventy-six years old, he determinedly wrote a letter in loyal support of a faithful and excellent headwaiter at the Century Club who had been fired from
the Club by unjust accusations and methods. Mr. Young got
the support of many club members, demanded an investigation,
and got immediate action,44
Open to truth.—Consistent with his other traits,
Mahonri had the humility to learn and to accept truth from
any source.

From his writings came a record of an incident

which clarifies this.

While at Julien's in Paris in an art

class one day, he struggled with "a drawing of one of the
horrid Christiike models" and attempted to "delineate every
shadow and halftone on the body."45
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I was searching the shape and the extent of these.
When I had about finished it Sparks happened to come in.
In looking over the work he spotted my drawing and after
looking at it he said to me, "Young, you don't draw an
arm from here," indicating the tip of his finger and then
indicating the next joint, "but from here," running his
hand the whole length of his arm. Of course I had known
that but I'd forgotten. How often and repeatedly we have
to relearn such fundamentals. This constructive criticism by Spark was a milestone in my work. My next drawing was praised by Jean Paul. Dear old Sparks, X owe you
eternal gratitude for timely wise help, 40
Understanding
Keen understanding of human nature.—Mahonri was
deeply aware of the sometimes strange drives of the soul of
man and was keenly open to new perception and understanding
of human nature. Speaking of his artist friend, Paul
Dougherty, as he watched him by the seashore, he said:
For years I couldn't understand why his landscapes
were never as good as his marines. Now in a flash I
understood. It was the drama, the poetry, the force and
the movement of the old ocean which was his real love.
The flight of clouds over a landscape was not enough—it
was much too slow. All his flirtations, his assignations,
with still life, with landscape, with decoration were
mere piccidelloes and did not concern the soul of the
man. Here only was he truly at home. 47
In almost poetic language he spoke thusly of Ingres
who, leaving Paris for Rome after the death of his wife, was
so distracted that he was "thrown out of gear for three
years."48
[These three years] were the saving of Ingres. They
gave time for the spring to recoil upon itself. Every
46
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man must have a winter, they cannot be harvesting all the
time. They must lie fallow sometimes.4^
Philosophy
Humanitarian.—Mr. Young was not a formally religious
person,50 but "to the end of his life, he was simply a man
from Salt Lake City with a Mormon background and was proud of
it," 51

He had faith in mankind and faith in himself. Of

people he said, "Men and women are neither wholly good nor
wholly bad but are always a mixture; some one thing more than
the other predominating at one time or another."
Mahonri liked having young people around him and
enjoyed working with them. He loved teaching and taught with
patience, calmness and dedication. Where teaching sapped the
strength of some artists, Mahonri found it a source of
strength. He willingly helped serious art students and
opened his studio to them, giving of himself, his time, and
his money to help them on their way. 53
The masters.—The study of the works of the masters
was of life-long interest to Mahonri; he lectured and wrote
many essays and criticisms during and after his years of
49

Ibid,
50
M. S. Young, Personal interview.

51

Locke, loc. cit.

52

M. M. Young, loc. cit.

53

M. S. Young, Talk given at Brigham Young University,

teaching at the Art Students League {1916-1942J54 and the
School of American Sculpture in New York City.55

His per-

sonal files are replete with his historical and philosophical
essays and criticisms.
Mr. Young's friends have testified of the appreciation Mahonri had for the heritage left by the masters:
Mr. Young . • . is • . . also tradition-minded and
in the best sense* That is—he is keenly aware of what
the great masters of the past have had to say and
accepted from them whatever he could use without having
his own creative powers smothered through the acceptance
--the final result being that his work stands four square
on its own feet with debts to some while imitating none. 50
Hon would criticize our work and hold forth on the
work of the masters. He especially leaned towards those
artists who emphasized character, etc. They were Millet,
Daumier, Toulouse-Lautrec, Degas, Mailiol, and above all
— I believe--Rembrandt. . . . He believed the old Masters
had stood the test of time and deserved our respect.57
Artist Young believed "that modernism was a flurry to
be avoided rather than revolution to be joined. He put his
confidence in the long standing artistic values of sympathetic
understanding, faithful representation and modest personal
transformation."58
^ 5 0 Years on 57th Street (New York: Art Students
League, 1943), p. 117.
M. M. Young, loc. cit.
56

Wickey, loc cit.

57

Crawford, loc. cit.

58

Church News Section, Deseret News (Salt Lake City),
February 23, 1963, p. 11.
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Art criticisms and essays.—Mahonri felt that Italy,
not Paris, was the mother of art and after two trips to Italy
he said:
(1) that the greatest, profoundest, most serious works
could be and had been painted in light colors and (2)
that modern pictures were too simple and did not have
enough in them, • . . that is, there wasn't nearly as
much of interest in them as in the Italian ones. All
the pieces of the great masters are filled with things*
They don't give you one glance. You get one glance, and
that's good, but you can read into them. They're all
full of all kinds of things.59
One sample of his essays, "What is Truth in Art?,"
reveals Mahonri*s understanding that art was not an imitation
of nature although dependent upon it:
I used to think that being true was being true to the
external appearance of nature. It has taken me a lifetime to realise that in art there is another kind of
truth just as important, perhaps much more so in art.
This truth lies in the parts to the whole; the detail to
the ensemble. It was expressed in another way hy John
LaFarge when he said that "when you have put three lines
on a surface you are committed; when you have placed
three tones on a surface you are emitted. There is
nothing else to do but to follow out the logic of the
three lines or the three tones." . . . It is getting down
to a fundamental understanding of the process of doing
art. But one must not be led astray by it and think that
one shouldn't continue to study nature in all her manifestations; know that she is the source; she supplies all
the materials; the bricks, and the mortar as well as the
stone and the paper and canvas. * . . Long ago I understood that nature contained the elements but it was the
artist's business to organize them into works of art.°®
Several excerpts from Mahonri's criticisms give us
more insight into his philosophy. Of Millet, he said:
Since those early days when Millet discovered for me
form, space, light and movement I have never ceased to
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love and admire his work and the more I have studied it
and the more I have seen of it the greater and more profound it has become. Though I studied him, I did not try
to imitate him. He sent me to nature and, there everywhere, were form, space, movement, light and above all
life. . . . In everyday language I am Bye^mlnded but I
early realized that just eyesight and imitation were not
all; they were certainly not enough.01
Comparing Daumier and Manet, Mr. Young wrote:
I have just read a statement by Manet in which he poo
poo's all historical painting and makes a witty comment
on the impossibility of bringing to life any past personage (get the witticism). He goes on to say that the only
thing to do is to get the thing you want to paint and
stick it before you and paint it to the best of your ability. That's all you can do.
How different Daumier's method; if he ever had one.
He looked at life, saw picture, then from memory he drew
the essential elements he had seen as a pictorial composition. . . . All through the books of reproduction of
his works are these wonderful drawings. Sometimes only
a smear or two with some pen lines; at others a mere
couple of scribbled lines. But, always there evolves a
grand composition.02
Speaking of Meunier and comparing Rodin with him, the
artist said:
. . . The sculptural monumental is perhaps his outstanding quality. In this quality he is outstanding among men
of his day. It lies in his architectural sense of the
figure; a quality Rodin was so lacking in. All Meunier's
figures are larger than life no matter what their actual
measurements. Few modern sculptors have had this quality
and none in greater quantity than Meunier.03
Mahonri said of Glackens in comparison with Renoir:
. . . In his illustration he was master of practically
every peculiarity lacking in Renoir. Glackens was a
master of character, . . . of action; . . . of illustration; . . . of drama and he was a master of psychology.
Renoir . . . had little character or quiet drama, had
61
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vague, fussy edges, and was an artist of intelligence but
his painting was much more sensual than intellectual. 0 4
A n essay of powerful credit to M r . Young is entitled
"Criticism,"
In any criticism, worth the name, there should b e , at
least, an attempt at an understanding of what the artist
has essayed to do. There should then be an attempt at an
evaluation of the worth aesthetically of the attempt;
whether it's worth doing in the department it was attempted
in; whether it's susceptible of being done in the medium
or method chosen. Then after we have done this, to the
best of our ability, let's see how much of this project
has been carried out, how much of it has been realized
and how much it has failed of realization and wherein.
This is the fundamental function of criticism and the
greatest of its difficulties. There the critic shows his
metal, his ability, his understanding and right to be
considered a critic. It is at this point where the creative artist shows his worth and his worthiness to be a
subject of serious criticism* 0 5

Drawing and Etching Achievements

Drawing Achievements
Early foundation.—Mahonri has o e e n called a draftsman without peer in the twentieth c e n t u r y . 0 0

H e credits his

start in drawing to Chapman's American Drawing Book, a volume
over which he bent in serious study for years.

The engravings

after drawings by Rembrandt and Raphael in his book inspired
and gave him his first impetus to study the masters' works
and thereafter drawing became for Mahonri a life-long s t u d y . 0 7

^Ibid.
65

Ibid.
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PLATE II

Mr. Young in his Studio
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Prodigious output * —With skill and energy Mahonri produced prodigious numbers of drawings, only a few of which are
found in forty-four sketch books which he painstakingly
assembled and grouped according to subject matter and periods
in his life,
. . . Perhaps these sketchbooks of Young's give the best
clue to his character and accomplishment. They reveal
his resourcefulness. They testify to a lively enthusiasm
for all that nature has to offer.08
Mr. Young's portfolios abound with unclassified drawings done on every imaginable kind of papers

newspaper,

butcher paper, tracing paper, cardboard, backs of folders,
menus, scratch paper, printed paper, etc*

Whatever was handy

at the time he was inspired to draw was used and was drawn
upon with crayon, charcoal, chalk, pastel, pencil, pen, or
watercolor. Even Mahonri's diaries are frequently embellished
with drawings.09
Just how enormous an output of drawings Mahonri was
capable of producing in one short period is made clear in his
autobiographical papers.

In 1915 when he had been commis-

sioned by the American Museum of Natural History to make
sculptures of the Indians of the Southwest, he told his friends
that he would return with one-hundred drawings he planned to
do on his trip. When he finished his trip and counted his
in
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drawings, he found that he had drawn over ten a day totaling
over three-hundred drawings.70
Mahonrifs life-long practice of visiting zoos to
observe and to sketch animals and birds left him a collection
of hundreds of excellent drawings,71
During the clement weather (Saturday afternoons) you
were v&xy apt to find Hon and his friends sketching the
animals ±n the Bronx Zoo. His fellow artists of that day
acknowledged that he was tops with the pen, pencil,
crayon and sketchbook. He was equally at home at the
Zoo, city streets, market place, or the Indian country in
the Southwest,72
It is impossible to know how many thousand drawings
Mr. Young produced in his lifetime, but his work was constant
and the number great.
Tne

Art News magazine commented thusly about Mahonri's

large collection of drawings:
Mahonri Young, already famous for his sculptures,
proves himself in the current exhibition at weyhe's to be
one of the most gifted and diversely practiced draftsmen
in the United States. . . . Behind them (his drawings)
all there is a sharp eye for the "life" in a subject, an
indefatigable hand, and a vital knowledge of what to do
and how to do it. Such a prodigious record of one
artist's imagination and observation probably does not
exist elsewhere in the annals of American Art, 73
Mather endorsed the foregoing in the following manner:
To me the eye-opening feature of this exhibition is
the drawings and prints, I supposed I knew them pretty
well, but I had no notion of their variety and interest,
I doubt if any contemporary artist, unless it be Maillol,
7Q

Ibid,
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M. s. Young, personal interview.

Crawford, loc. cit.
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Art News, XLIII, January 15, 1945, p. 27.
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has such a repertory of drawings. It seems as if Mahonri
Young must always be drawing. Here are merely scores of
drawings selected from thousands* There are entire collections, albums of goats, cattle, bison, deexi a charming series from the ballet, boxing sketches, studies of
work; admirable nudes in the simple and suave tradition
of Maillol; all this merely suggests the range of Mr.
Young's sympathies and admirations as made visual ±n
these fascinating sheets.74
Drawing is basic.--Mr. Young felt drawing to be at
the crux of art.

Sculptor though he was, he said that it is

drawing which is the original art, not sculpture or painting;
all past artists of note were good draftsmen*

Like the mas-

ters of old, Mahonri believed that "the eye is best trained
through an intimate knowledge of the finest of a genre*
Understanding and discrimination . . , can only be developed
by repeated contact with the best visual images produced in
the draftsman's own language."75
Mahonri had a largeness of concept which made little
things seem big and noble.
Mahonri Young was a genius artist who measured his
work by the rule of excellence. He created great art—
important—whether it be a heroic statue, a painting,
etching, drawing or statuette, it was always monumental
in conception. His art was characterized by simplicity,
dignity, and breadth; united with exquisite draughtsmanship--always Draughtsmanship, the greatest word of Art. 70
74

Frank Jewett Mather, "The Art of Mahonri Young,"
Mahonri Young, Retrospective Exhibition (Andover: Phillips
Academy, 1940), p* 9.
75
Paul J. Sachs, Modern Prints and Drawings (New York
Alfred A. Knopf, 1954), p. 237.
76Sears, loc• cit«
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Esteem of Critics
Compared with the masters*—Mr. Young "sees work and
the more strenuous forms of play in terms not only of enexgy,
but of dignity.
is suggested."

Much of the tender monumentality of Millet
Mahonri*s drawing has also been compared with

Daumier and has been called masterly and strong with "much of
the genial insight" of Daumier.77

However, his drawings of

American Indian groups have been said to be of more ethnographic than artistic value.78
More evidence that Mahonri was highly regarded and
respected for his work was established when one of his drawings of a nude was selected to be reproduced in a book Drawings by American Artists by Norman Kent. The drawings in
this work were selected for four purposes:

(1) to teach, (2)

to show high standards of American Art, (3) to show media
variety, (4) to show manners and styles.79
Gift of communication.—Mahonri's hunger to learn and
ability to enjoy and then to transmit his delight with nature
has been praised accordingly:
His succinct drawings may show more of his intellectual processes, his sound and large view of life, the
individuality of his trained vision--an individuality
spoken without undue emphasis; his real curiosity which
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01iver Larkin, Art and Life in America (New York?
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1949), p. 393.
70
'^Norman Kent, Drawings by American Artists (New York:
Watson-Quptill Publications, Inc., 1947), p. vii*

leads him to find, by leading him to seek, for example,
new and character revealing aspects of a lately muchtrampled country. Color and romanticism are kin. This
wild country is a romantic one strange in topography,
atmosphere, habits; of vast reaches and great silences,
owning moments of slow dignity and moments of quick viviaciousness, a life that is distinctly a part of its natural
rhythm. This is not the country of the literary romanticist, of the Buffalo Bills of art. It is a country that
a real pair of eyes have seen for themselves and admired
and recorded for itself,8®
. . . Artist Young created in his work, the vastness, the
dynamics, the mystery of the West. . . . He understood
and expressed the very spirit of the great West. . . . He
could summarize and symbolize the meaning and the greatness of the old West with a lonely prospector or a small
wandering burro. These objects were moving centers of
interest in the enchanting, mysterious unknown which we
called the West. 81
Drawing essays.--Mahonri himself wrote a few essays
which revealed his understanding of the importance of the
drawn and sculptured line in defining and building form.
In drawing, for a long time, I was semi-conscious of
the part played in the function of line and dark in
delineating form. Led astray by the formula, generally
accepted in the schools, when I was a young man, that
there was no such thing as a line in nature, we were
encouraged to draw in tone.
It was only after prolonged study of the drawing of
the masters that I discovered that line was the method
or process most used in delineating, defining, describing and creating form in drawing, that I consciously made
a practice of using it, 82
As a sculptor, Mr. Young was keenly aware of the use
of line in sculpture to build form. He wrote a letter to a
critic on the staff of Creative Art magazine in response to
an article she wrote in appreciation of Mahonri's bronzes;
80
81

Du Bois, loc. cit.

Larsen, loc. cit.
M. M. Young, loc. cit.

. . • You know, of course, Myron's "Discobulus"? This
statue bore a great reputation in ancient Greece and
Rome. It couldn't possibly be rolled downhill and yet it
is one of the most compact compositions we have. How
does it achieve this quality in such a high degree? By
nothing else than by line. By line it achieves its
superb unity and also its marvelous sense of movement,
movement rhythmical and swift. It, in all its parts, suggests previous positions and others to follow. Nothing
is static, and yet such is the masterly use of the interplay of lines that the statue as a statue maintains a
perfect equilibrium and functions perfectly within its
total space. Consider the "Flying Victory," a Greek
original. What gives it its extraordinary flight and
forward-rushing movement? Line. And yet the Greeks did
that in marble. 3
Vitality and power of line and form.—Mahonri*s drawn
line was praised for its power and vitality by three critics.
That the artist was also capable of building form with this
spirited, controlled line was confirmed in the following manner*

Mahonri showed "command over form, both in knowledge

and in execution, , , . These drawings, deep in knowledge,
reveal the power of line and plastic rhythms, done with a
swift and spontaneous stroke."84
Not only did Mahonri have powerful line but he also
had a lively line. Praising him, Cortissoz said that "these
were not trite, conventional drawings but vibrant impressions
of the figure, bearing a personal stamp." Of a particular
drawing called "Grecian Vase" this critic also said, "It has
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dignity and power*

It is the work of a draftsman of the first

rank."85
Edward Alden Jewell, art critic of the New York Times,
praised the vitality of Mahonrifs drawings saying that they
possessed more vivacity than

the usual sculptor's drawings.

His line is extremely resilient, endowing form with
a sense of tension and life that makes each one of the
items of this large exhibit significant. . . , Few
draftsmen have a more synthetic line in the building up
of form than Mr. Young. He is able to define planes without cutting them, no mean accomplishment, in the creation
of plastic form.86
Mastery over media*—One critic praised Mahonri's
ability to relate his media with the idea he wished to
express:
They are studies, fragments looking towards some
future work, indeed without derogation all Mr. Young's
work may be regarded as studies of more or less strenuousness and completeness. But the drawings, in the most
various mediums, have a plus quality beyond their worth
as studies. A certain fastidiousness in relating the
medium to the theme, sometimes in as apparently slight a
matter as the choice of tinted paper, gives the studies a
curiously definitive character, as if they were tending
to emerge as independent works of art. . . • Such drawings should be the prizes of the print rooms of the
future.87
Etching Achievements
American etching pioneer.—Mahonri emerged on the
printmaking scene just at the turn of the century when America
was beginning to see that she had strength to stand on her
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own merits and history and did not have to mimick her European
ancestors.88

Being a sensitive draftsman and accomplished in

the use of line, it was only natural for Mahonri to take to
etching which is principally a line medium.
Mr. Young was one of the ^pioneers of the etching
medium in America who "did actually portray American subjects."89

He has been called the artist of the Southwest by

some, but it has been suggested that perhaps Mahonri was more
important in the art of the Southwest than it was in his own
life. Though, through his skillfully rendered etchings, he
was often associated with the vast, parched American desert
with its Hopi, Navajo, and Apache Indian, this was but one of
many favorite subjects which intrigued the artist throughout
his life. 90
Method of etching.—Information concerning the actual
step by step process Mahonri used in producing his etchings
was unavailable but it is known that the artist, one who
worked persistently to perfect his work, made his own etching
grounds and was an excellent craftsman.
Like most artists of real stature, he seems to have
used the simplest means to get what he wanted. There was
nothing particularly personal in his technique nor in his
materials. He was an experienced craftsman whose crafts' '•'"
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manship was subservient to his art. His interest was
centered in what he had to say and he said it without
any conscious mannerisms.91
Reading about how Mr. Young produced the "Pont Neuf"
print gives insight into the intensity of his interest in
etching.
He made fourteen preliminary drawings, some in ink,
others in pencil. Then he tackled the etching. It was a
miserable failure. Some lines were etched too deep,
others not deep enough. He had to start all over again.
The second etching turned out the exquisite print which
is now universally acclaimed by critics and connoisseurs.
It was etched on a hand-hammered beveled piece of
French copper. The artist himself says that what gives
his picture its distinction and makes it different from
many others on the same subject, is the curving sweep of
the balustrade.92
To Mahonri, etching was not a barrier but a help
which he thoroughly enjoyed. He loved the medium and took
pride in being a craftsman.93
Etching Esteem
Honors received.--Mahonri Young received a good share
of honors for his etching ability, and many of his prints are
in the permanent collections of art museums, galleries, and
private homes. At one time Mr. Young served as president of
the New York Society of Etchers and also taught an etching
class at the Art Students League.
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Honorable Mention by the American Art Association in Paris
for one of his etchings.94
One of Mr. Young's etchings "The Lookout" was reproduced in 1930 in Contemporary American Etching.

In this pub-

lication the etchings of sixty printmakers were selected out
of two hundred entries to be reproduced which were "no two
alike, each adding some special characteristic to the sum
total of contemporary American etching."95
Further evidence that Mahonri was regarded as an
etcher of merit is provided in American Art Today. Mr.
Young's print "Pont Neuf" was accepted in the 1939 New York
World's Fair Art Exhibition. Out of the 25,000 paintings,
sculptures, drawings, and prints juried, Mahonri's print was
one of 1,200 works selected to display "the best accomplishments" of American Artists of 1939 to indicate the "promise
of tomorrow,."90 Today, this etching is in the permanent collection of many important American museums.
, . . Several times one of his etchings for a given year
was awarded the title of "the best etching" by the
American College Society of Print Collectors.97
In 1926 one of Mahonri's prints was selected as one
of the fine prints of the year. Of this print "Indian Girl,"
it was said:
94
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• • • When an etcher is also a sculptor he is usually
successful in building th^ee^limensional figures, Mr.
Mahonri Young accomplishes more, for his Indian Girl
strides with the easy walk of a child of earth. The
strong body marches with head bent a little forward, as
if she carried the burden imposed upon the women of her
race* 98
Thirteen years later, Mr. Young was highly honored to
have two of his Arizona etchings selected for inclusion in
A Treasury of American Prints, a selection of one hundred
etchings and lithographs by the foremost living American artists.

Under "Walpi in Sunlight" was the following inscrip-

tion:

"Young's profound understanding of landscape values is

expressed through a conventional but perfectly mastered technique ."
The second print was praised as follows:
"Three Navajos" is a handsome, atmospheric etching, extraordinary in its sympathetic treatment of the Indian women
and painstakingly accjurate rendering of the difficult
Arizona terrain.99^~^
Print statistics.--It is known that Mahonri Young
produced over 2,500 prints in his lifetime.100 A study of
the collection of his prints saved by him revealed that there
were 1,140 etchings in 147 editions, averaging 7.8 prints per
edition. Excluded from this number for the purposes of carry*
ing out this study were some miscellaneous prints consisting
98

Malcolm C. Salaman, Fine Prints of the Year,1926
(London: Halton and Truscott Smith, Ltd., 1926), p. 17.
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of four editions of lithographs and one edition of a bookplate etching*

There were 359 trial proofs, proofs, or early

states, most of them unsigned.
Nine hundred and eighty-four of Mr. Young's prints
were signed by him with inscriptions of either "Mahonri
Young," "Mahonri," or "M.M.Y.," and there were forty-five
prints with the artist's signature etched into the place and
thirty-seven prints with his initials or monogram etched into
the plate,
The smallest print in the collection measured 1 5/8 x
1 5/8 inches and the largest 15 5/8 x 11 3/4 inches.
Mahonri claimed "The Pines," done in 1898, as his
first print, although he had made a few before. His later
prints can be grouped into several periods. Between 19021905 he produced his Paris Group of etchings while he studied
in Paris. Some of the better known Paris etchings are:
"Forge Rue St. Jacques," "Pont des Arts," "The Roman Beggar."
The majority of these early prints are monogrammed or
initialed or signed on the plate,
grams: (Nj) (£y) (^p)

VfT

\^f

Mahonri used several mono\Y/*

His initials

*arv

with "M.M.Y.," "M.Y.," and his signatures in the early years
were usually his full name.
Mr. Young's next main group of etchings were done in
SaJLt Lake City around 1907, but he did not print them until
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1911. 101

"The Farriers" and "Cottage in Salt Lake" are two

interesting etchings in this group*
From 1913 through 1919 Mahonri did several drypoints
as well as many etchings in his New York and Southwest Indian
groups*

These groups of etchings overlapped because it was

while Mr. Young was living in the east that he was commissioned to do the Indian sculptures for the American Museum of
Natural History. He did work and Indian scenes and some of
the better known prints of these groups:

"Gas Mains," "Sand

Pit," "The Watering Trough," "Navajo Watering Place," "Tewa,"
"First Snow-Leonia," "Walpi in Sunlight," "Pinyon in Navajo
Land," "Navajo Lookout."
Between 1919 and 1932 there were only a few etchings
produced but 1932 marked the beginning of another three years
of renewed activity in etching. Out of this group came several
notable prints:

"Pont Neuf," "Hopi Snake Dance," "The

Stampede."
It is important to note that Mr. Young did not attempt
to produce prints in specific groups. The above group names
have been arbitrarily given to the various prints in order to
give them some form of order or classification for purposes
of study and evaluation.
Young Collection of Works by Other Artists
The masters and contemporaries.—Significant among
the prints, paintings and drawings in the Mahonri Young
101 M#

M#

Young, loc. cit.
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collection were the original prints and reproductions of the
masters and many prominent artist contemporaries of Mahonri.
(See Appendix, p. 145)
Many of the items were gifts from their authors and
are autographed accordingly: Homer, Whistler, Maillol,
Manet, Hassam, Robinson, Chasse, Twachtman, and Glackens
are some of the names among them,^-02
Heritage.—Mr. Young married Dorothy Weir who was a
daughter of J. Alden Weir, one of America's best known Impressionist artists of the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth century. He enjoyed a close relationship with the
Weirs*

There is no doubt that this heritage and influence

proved invaluable to artist Young.
The collection of paintings, watercolors and etchings
by his father-in-law, J. Alden Weir, is an important and
comparatively extensive one—about lOO items. This is
equally true of the collection of paintings by Weir's
father, Robert, one of the important American artists of
the mid-nineteenth century.*0^
Summary
Mahonri Mackintosh Young was born in Salt Lake City,
Utah, on August 9, 1877. He determined early in life to become
a sculptor, and as his formal schooling consisted of only
eight years of common school studies and four years of art
studies in New York and Paris, he was largely a self-educated
man and artist.
Although his formal schooling was limited, he added
to this manifold through his own search for knowledge and
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truth throughout his life. Mahonri was motivated by a keen
love of life and a resourcefulness which led him to dig, to
delve, to taste, and to enjoy life fully through reading,
research, observation, and work.
A strong personal character and an integrity of purpose impelled the artist to pursue his goal to become not
only a sculptor but an artist with a solid foundation.
Mr* Young's skill and mastery over art media kept
pace with his intellectual growth for he was indeed a dedicated worker. To skill and education, then, was added a
sensitivity of thought and feeling which together produced an
artist of great potential.
As a prolific draftsman, one who drew constantly, Mr.
Young left a treasury of drawings which "should be prizes of
the print rooms of the future."104 Many of his drawings have
been praised and reproduced in art publications.
As a pioneer in etching, being one of the first to
portray the American Southwest, Mahonri produced over two
thousand prints, hundreds of which are in the permanent collections of public and private art museums, galleries, and
institutions, and 1,190 of which remain in the possession of
Brigham Young University.

The artist's private collection of

hundreds of prints of the masters and his artist contemporaries is also a valuable legacy for society. His prints were
selected a number of times as "the best etching" for a given
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year and several of his etchings were selected to be reproduced in art publications.
Mr. Young's work in art did not center only in his
own progress but also extended outward in beneficent services
to society. As a printmaker, Mahonri was a devoted teacher
of drawing and etching. He was a humanitarian and an author
of many art essays, criticisms, and lectures on art history,
drawing, printmaking, and sculpture. He was also a leader of
several sculpture, etching, and art associations, and he
exhibited his work frequently throughout his life.
The life of Mahonri as a draftsman-printmaker was
without doubt a resourceful and productive one, and not in
the least devoid of success.

CHAPTER III
FINE PRINT AND ETCHING REQUIREMENTS
What is a Fine Print?
Meaning or Idea
An original print is one which is created by the artist himself and it is "as much original . . . art as is a
painting or a drawing."1
In clarifying the difference between mere representation and art in prints, Kistler mentions the need for meaning
in art.
When a printmaker shows by the way he works that he
is impelled hy a desire to communicate some meaning that
lies within his subject, then we may hope to find an
expression that goes beyond mere picturing. We are dealing with work that is made with the highest artistic
intention. Here we may hope to find art.2
Fine prints are "those in which the practical concern
with representation and decoration is made to serve a higher
human end, that of adding to aesthetic experience."3
. . . The greatness of a print arises most of all from
the inner resources of the artist who made it. If he is
*"••mmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmamwwwMMmm*«>MwwiwMwwww«pi«w^^

*Atherton Curtis, "How Prints are Made," Twentieth
Century Prints (Chicago: The Lakeside Press Galleries,
1932).
2

Aline Kistler, Understanding Prints (New York:
Associated American Artists, 1936), p. 64.
3

Kistler, loc. cit.. p. 142,
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skilled in his use of line, he can put on paper a translation of his findings, hence the greater the artist, the
greater his work of art will be.^
The artist does not want to imitate nature; "he wants
to create something"5 in order to convey meaning*
His aim is not the representation of nature but its
transformation: nature or life seen through temperament.
The artist insists that a work of art is an entity separate from nature, an entity that has a life and function
of its own, and obeys its own laws and conventions.
Meaning or, more specifically, conveying what the
artist feels and wishes to say about something is then one
requirement of a fine print.
Bradley said that form and meaning and content are
one and the same thing and cannot be separated in a work of
art.

"It is what the whole work as a total sum says and por-

trays as one working design which is the content or form."'
However, for the sake of analysis, meaning can be
divided into two parts:
literal idea.

(1) The story, intellectual, or

(2) A felt meaning or emotion expressing the

artist's mood which is inseparable from the literal idea.
The two are interdependent, needing each other in order to
convey the total meaning or content intended by the artist.
4

Kistler, loc. cit., p. 74.

5

Carl Zigrosser, The Book of Fine Prints (New York:
Crown Publishers, Inc., 1956), pp. 168-169.
°Ibid.
7

Andrew Cecil Bradley, "Poetry for Poetry's Sake,"
A Modern Book of Esthetics, Anthology by Melvin Rader
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1952), p. 354.
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The unification of both, then, makes up the total content or
meaning of a print.8
Design
The skeleton which supports any work of art is its
design or structure. Sternberg used the terms of design,
organization, and composition interchangeably.

It is design

which coordinates the elements, in their varying functions,
to make a picture of any sort stand out as more than a feeble
imitation of something in nature.

"Design in graphic art is

what plot is to fiction, what form is to music."9
"Design forms the essential basis of the etcher's art;
it is a necessary preliminary to all art work."10

Design,

therefore, is a second requirement of a fine print.
Kistler stated that rhythmic movement is the key
which ties all the design elements together in a fine print.
Therefore, in considering the design of any print,
keep in mind that there are pure pattern considerations
of balanced spotting; that there may be one of several
devices used to create the illusion of depth, or distance
or solidity; and that the most powerful design element,
which binds together line, tone, color, pattern, and spatial design, is rhythm, the consistent repetition and
variation of theme and counter-theme that weaves all
parts of a composition into a unified, complete expression.11
8

Paul Weiss, The World of Art (Carbondale:
Illinois Press, 1961), p. 115.
9

Southern

Kistler, loc. cit., pp. 107-108.

io

Clifford Pyle, Etching Principles and Methods
(New York: Harper and Brother, 1941), p. xx.
i:L

Kistler, loc. cit., p. 123.
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Summarizing the need for both meaning and design in
fine prints, the following is quoted:
Great art can only be produced by analysing; considering
balance and rhythm, volume and line; as well as by recapturing the heat of the emotion felt at a particular
moment through the vehicle of one or other of the senses.
Form or design can be defined as "the planning or
composing by selection, arrangement and combination of art
elements to express an idea, to show a purpose, to communicate to others the meaning and form of one's experiences.13
From the preceding material the following subdivisions of design have been cited as necessary elements in fine
prints:

spatial design, rhythmic movement, balance, value

distribution, form or volume, unity.
Craftsmanship
The production of good etchings14 will be dependent
on the artist's knowledge of design and his ability as a
craftsman. . . . Good art has always been built on sound
craftsmanship; without it, all art is weak and foundationless.15
Craftsmanship, a third requirement of a fine print,
refers to the "mechanical skills and manipulations" of the
artist to achieve "a harmonious blend of highly exacting
12

E . S. Lumsden, The Art of Etching (Philadelphia;
J. B. Lippincott Co., 1924), p. 164.
"~"
13

Louise Dudley and Austin Faricy. The Humanities
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1960), p. 264.
14

It is assumed that Pyle was using etching as an
example here but that he was referring to fine prints in general also.
15

Pyle, loc. cit.t p. xi.
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requirements in artistic conception and executions."10
Pennell added more light on what is meant by craftsmanship
when he stated the need for skill in knowing just how much or
little to wipe the plate in order to bring the best out of
the plate and how to obtain the clear impressions necessary
to make a good print.17
Skill in handling the media is vital but it has its
subordinate place in the whole process of creativity. Technique for its own sake is not art.
A good artist seems to take technique in his stride,
use it purely as a means, and throw off his results,
seemingly, with a minimum of effort. In actual fact,
being capable of great pains and more concentration, he
is able to absorb just what he required from the process
with extraordinary rapidity and, regardless of rules,
apply it to his requirements. It is always, and only, a
means to an end. He respects the technique sufficiently,
but not too much, and his whole attention is fixed more
on questions of aesthetics than on the redundancies of a
technical process.18
In summary it can be said that a fine print must fill
the following requirements:

(1) It must convey what the art-

ist feels and wishes to say about something.
the incorporation of good design.

(2) It must have

(3) It must be "built upon

sound craftsmanship."19
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Dogobert Runes and Harry Schrickel, ed., Encyclopedia of the Arts (New York: Philosophical Library, Inc,,
1956), p. 807.
x

'Joseph Pennell, Etchers and Etching, 4th ed.
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1919), ppT 286-287.
18

John Buckland-Wright, Etching and Engraving
(New York: The Studio Publication, Inc., 1953), p. 91.
19

Pyle, loc. cit.
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What is a Good Etching?
It was necessary in this study to also specifically
establish the criteria of a good etching upon which basis,
together with the criteria of a fine print, the etchings of
Mahonri Young could be evaluated.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a prime requirement of the artist. He
must have the "central things of culture" in the fabric of
his being. He should (1) be keenly appreciative and conscious
of his environment, (2) know many facts and be eager to know
more—be thirsty for knowledge and understanding—and (3) be
able to think and to organize his thoughts.20
Haden mentioned the sensitivity required to snythesize elements or parts into an aesthetic whole*

"The culti-

vation of an innate artistic spirit" is the knowledge and
skill required by an etcher.
It is the knowledge that is acquired by a life of devotion to what is true and beautiful—by the daily and
hourly habit of weighing what we see in nature, and the
thinking of how it should be represented in art; the
habit, in a word, of constant observation, and the experience that springs from that habit. . . . It is the skill
of the analyst and of the synthesist—the skill to combine, and the skill to separate—to compound and to simplify—to detach plane from plane—to fuse detail into
mass—to subordinate definition to space, distance, light,
and air. Finally, it is the acumen to perceive the near
11

B . F. Larsen, Personal interview, April 15, 1963.
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relationship that expression bears to form and the skill
to draw good—not separately—but together*21
That the quality of the bitten line is one means of
gauging the sensitivity of the artist is mentioned by
Buckland-Wright:
Only long experience will tell the etcher when the
plate has been sufficiently bitten. There are too many
varying factors at work for any certainty, such as temperature, strength of the acid, the character of the
lines and the different qualities of the metal.22
Draftsmanship
Drawing is the basic element in all art production
just as "grammar is at the root of all good writing." Vasari
in the sixteenth century said that "drawing . . . is the
necessary beginning of everything, and not having it one has
nothing."23
One critic went so far as to say that one cannot etch
if one can't sketch "because etching ought to be not only
explanatory of what can be explained but suggestive of much
that cannot be explained.
well." 4

Only the best artists can sketch

Before he uses the needle, an etcher "should have

studied drawing, and light and shade, and composition, in
some other art, either with the brush or the crayon or the
Seymour Haden, About Etching (London: The Fine Art
Society, 1879), p. 29.
22

Buckland-Wright, loc. cit., p. 97.

23

Paul Sachs, Modern Prints and Drawings (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1954), p. 237.
24

Philip G. Hamerton, The Etcher's Handbook (London:
Charles Roberson & Co., 1881), p. 80.
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pencil, in water-colour, oil, chalk, charcoal, or anything
out of itself."25
Is drawing necessary? . . . The outstanding artists
of the past and the present . . . all made countless
drawings . . . all through their lives. Their sketchbooks are filled with drawings made from nature, Man,
his body, his movements, and expressions, his clothes,
every aspect of him held unending interest to the artist.
Trees, rocks, and water, animals, mountains and pebbles
have been a source of material for the artist's pen and
pencil. There is no contemporary artist of reputation
who does not have a broad and classical background in
drawing•
The most obvious reason for drawing disciplines is to
train the eye and the hand to instantaneous coordinated
activity. But even more important, through constant
observation and sketching the artist collects a visual
library of forms, shapes, colors, and textures which he
uses as the need arises while he is painting. It is
through this experience that he enlarges his artistic
vocabulary.20
Sternberg mentioned that drawing is necessary because
it provides a wealth of tools for the artist to use in building art forms. He must know nature well, he must have the
skill and confidence of drawing which comes only through long
practice; and, finally, he must be able to draw with good
proportions and perspective.
In addition to being vibrantly sensitive to his surroundings on a wide, deep scale, a good etcher, then, must be
a skillful recorder of his impressions through draftsmanship.
He must, according to Buckland-Wright, know his subject well
and be a quick, experienced sketcher.

Speaking of de Segonzac,

he said:
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Hamerton, loc. cit., p. 79.

%arry Sternberg, Realistic Abstract Art (New York:
Pitman Publishing Company, 1959).

*i4.

. • * he is one of the most lyrical draughtsmen alive*
His line seems to dance over the paper with enormous
speed* He scribbles, but his scribbling is intensely
evocative and there is nevex a meaningless or useless
line. He has said, "If you are not quick enough to draw
a man throwing himself out of the window in the time that
it takes him to fall from the fourth storey to the
ground, you will never be able to do very much." And
there is a hard and uncomfortable truth in this assertion
which would-be etchers of the by-product would do well to
bear in mind.27
Line Quality
Expressiveness of line.—
Etching is a technique of line and line alone,
divorced from all tonal considerations such as colour,
modelling and light and shade. These matters should be
suggested by line and not rendered. . . . This is the
highest form of etching where line, and line alone,
expressive, suggestive and interpretative, is the only
means employed. Where tone if it is used at all is still
evocative line, and is used, not to render colour or
light and shade, but in a functional and constructive
sense, enhancing the meaning and suggesting or enforcing
the pattern and composition of the picture. 8
These qualities of line are the qualities of good
etching:
Line can be evocative, rhythmic, with a nervous sensitiveness to the edge of things, instinctive and swift,
continuous or broken, selecting and suggesting infinitely
more than it actually states*2**
Form and dark and light contrasts are built strictly
with line "in its infinite variations of direction, length,
thickness, density of placement, and angle of coincidence"
27

Buckland-Wright, loc* cit., p. 87.

28

Ibid., p. 81.

29

Ibid., p. 83.
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and it "is the formal and expressive means peculiar to the
medium."30
That which should be remembered about etching is that
its virtue lies not in the process itself nor in its multiplicity of originals but in "the expressive possibilities that
are available only through the use of this medium*31
The etched line, being different from a drawn line,
"has a richness and depth of line far removed from that of a
pencil drawing, and a texture and variety of line far superior
to that of a pen drawing."32
Etching has a tendency to give more authority to a
drawing which it normally would not possess*

Just as it

strengthens a good drawing it also accentuates the weaknesses
of a bad one. Therefore, the etched line should be "so drawn
on the plate and so bitten and so printed that every bit of
it has life and meaning and character."33
It is well to remember that instead of depending upon
drawing as the major vehicle of expression, "the etcher
develops his line quality primarily in the biting process
and, secondarily, in the printing itself."34
——————«———
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Encyclopedia of World Art (New York:
Book Co., Inc., 1961), p. 749.
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Kistler, loc. cit*, p. 20.

32

E . G. Porter, Etching and Drypoint (London: Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1933).
33

Pennell, loc. cit., p. 29.

34

Kistler, loc. cit.. p. 24.
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Economy of line.—That line is the major element in
an etching was established above, but there is also need for
economy in use of lines*

The foundation of great etching is

vital, meaningful and expressive line, Philip Hamerton said:
Always endeavor, in etching, to express your thoughts
in as few lines as may be, and to put as much meaning
into each of
those few lines as it can possibly be made
to convey.3^
Likewise, Joseph Pennell later said that Whistler and Rembrandt
were the two greatest etchers for this reason:
. . . that is, for the expression of their ideas, or their
impressions, in the most perfect manner, and this means
with the most vital, as well as the fewest lines, and
these are the foundation of great etching.30
Pennell decried the using of the needle as a paint
brush without regard to the intrinsic qualities of the line
itself. Line can and should be imaginative and telling in
its economy.37
In summary, the inherently beautiful, intriguing
qualities which line can have, then should be utilized to
their fullest extent in etchings.
(An etching should be an] imaginative composition. . .
carried, if necessary, to its furthest limits and relying on pure lineal delineation which suggests and interprets but does not describe; where shadow and colour and
other purely tonal qualities are only suggested or used
in a constructive sense to enforce the idea or strengthen
the composition.38
II
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Hamerton, loc. cit.. p. 96,

36

Pennell, loc. cit,, p. 29.

37
38

Ibid,, pp. xiv-xvii.

Buckland-Wright, loc. cit., p* 87.
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A great etching by a great etcher is a great work of
art displayed on a small piece of paper, expressed with
the fewest vital, indispensable lines, of the most personal character, an impression, a true impression of
something seen, something felt by the etcher, something
that means a great deal to him, which can be expressed
only by etching, something that he hopes someone may
understand and care for, as he, the artist, does. 39
Summary
It is difficult to measure part by part, to note down
judgments of each element, and to add up the result to find
the most perfect print.

"This is far from possible because

the deciding factor in every work of art is not the summation
of its parts but its communication through the work as a
whole."40
However, it is assumed that it is possible to come to
a fair measure of whether or not a print can be called a fine
print by use of the following criteria gathered from the fore«
going material.
The requirements of a fine print, specifically an
etching, can be summed up as follows; it must have:
1. Meaning or content—expression of what the artist
feels or wishes to say about something*
2.

Good design, form, composition*

3.

Evidence of craftsmanship in use of art tools,
materials, and equipment*
Evidence of sensitivity in expression and execution of the plate.

4.
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Good draftsmanship*

6*

Good line quality:
A*

Expressiveness of line

B.

Economy of line*
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PLATE III

"The Pines" (1898)
3 5/8" x 5 3/4"
Etching

-«-s^

y
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PLATE IV

"Pont des Arts" (1902)
4 11/16" x 6 3/16"
Etching

63

PLATE V

"The F a r r i e r s "

(1907)

6 5/8" x 7 13/16"
Etching

65

PLATE VI

"First Snow-Leonia" (1916)
6 5/8" x 5 1/2"
Etching

67

PLATE VII

"The Hudson from Heine Cook's" (1916)
11 7/8" x 8 1/8"
Etching

69

PLATE VIII

"Maine Orchard" (1918)
8 7/8" x 4 15/16"
Etching

71

PLATE IX

"Navajo Watering Place" (1915)
10 1/4" x 5 1/8"
Etching

73

PLATE X

"Tewa" (1917-18)
8 1/2" x 6 1/16"
Drypoint

»a^

-

11**
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PLATE XI

"Pont Neuf" (1932)
11 3/4" x 9 7/16"
Etching

77

PLATE XII

"June in New Jersey" (1934)
6 1/4" x 5 1/2"
Etching

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF PRINTS
Selection of Prints
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Production groups.—The original prints of Mahonri
Young seemed to fall logically into six important production
groups.

"Pines" (1898), the very first print of note produced

by Mahonri, was selected for group one. Out of the Paris
group (1902-1905) "Pont des Arts" was chosen, followed by
"The Farriers" representing the Salt Lake group.
In proportion to its size, the largest production
group (New York) furnished three prints:

"First Snow—Leonia,"

"The Hudson from Heine Cook's," "Maine Orchard."

The Arizona

group which was the second largest group provided two prints?
"Navajo Watering Place," "Tewa." The later period group
yielded "Pont Neuf" and "June in New Jersey" to bring the
total to ten prints which were considered by the writer to be
representative of Mr* Young's career in etching*

(See

Plates III - XII on pages 59 - 77.)
Analysis of Prints
Analysis chart*—A print analysis chart (see Appendix,
page 117) was made upon the basis of the six criteria for a
fine print which were established in Chapter III*

Secondly,

these six main criteria were broken down into parts considered
79

80
by the writer to be most important in the analyzing of etchings.

Thus, elements such as color which were unrelated to

the particular study were not used.
An adequate rating scale with five levels was established. A median of Average was first selected; then Excellent and Good were placed above Average, with Fair and Poor
placed below i n respective order.
The ensuing analysis and evaluation of Mr. Young's
prints was done by the author on a personal basis, the judgments rendered being strictly the writer's opinions.
Evaluation of Print Analyses
Content, Meaning, Idea
Idea and mood.—An evaluation of the analysis of each
of the ten prints revealed that five of the prints were rated
Excellent in the expression of both idea and mood. They were
"The Farriers," "First Snow-Leonia," "Tewa," "Maine Orchard,"
and "Pont Neuf." The other five each rated Excellent in presentation of the literal idea, but their expressions of mood
or felt meaning were appraised as Good.
As Mr. Young believed in "faithful representation and
modest personal transformation,f,i his prints show neither
overt emotionalism nor pretty sentimentality.

Rather, they

are honest, dignified statements about nature in her daily
i
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-^Christine Carson, "B.Y.U. Acquires Works of Famed
Sculptor," Deseret News, Church News Section, February 23,
1963, p. Ill
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activities*

Therefore, each of the ten prints rated Excellent

i n expression of the literal, intellectual idea.
Du Bois summed it up adequately when he stated that
Mahonri's drawings "may show more of his intellectual processes"

rather than emotional*
Although none of Mr. Young's prints are strongly

expressive of great emotion, the writer selected "Pont Neuf"
and "Tewa" as best samples expressive of feeling and mood.
"Pont Neuf" has captured the excitement and bustle of the
hurrying Paris throng around the bridge. The latter effectively portrays the struggle of the Indian to make a living
in a dry, unyielding land of which he is but a part amidst
the adobes, animals, parched trees and lonely desert.
Design, Form, Composition
Use of space.--A study of t h e analyses made of Mr.
Young's prints revealed that six prints were judged to have
excellent division and use of space. There were three prints
rated Good and one, Average.
Note the richness of the living, breathing space in
"The Farriers." The writer thought that "Pont Neuf" (1932),
a print from the later period of Mr. Young's etching career,
was designed with the most dynamic use of space. Both in
pattern or the breaking up of two dimensional space and the
illusion of deep space, the change from the usual design of
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Mr. Young's prints was refreshing. Here is evidence of
Mahonri's ability to create excellent design*
Unity.—Appraisals of Excellent for the quality of
unity were given to seven prints. Two were rated Good and
one. Average. Mr. Young's vibrant lively line pervades
throughout his work.

"His gesture is big, and gives a feel-

ing of compact solidity."3

So well had he mastered the draw-

ing media that he was able to express his ideas with little
or no interference or hindrance from his media; the results
were well-integrated, unified compositions.
It was thought by the writer that Mr. Young's understanding of the qualities peculiar to the drypoint line and
his control of the medium are especially apparent in "Tewa."
In this drypoint, the "delicate, distinctive"4 burred line
has been utilized to its best advantage to effectively make a
statement which is beautiful and strong in its simplicity.
This simplicity of design is reminiscent of the
sculptor's line. Note how the lines in "Tewa" were caressingly drawn to suggest form and were sensitively related to
the whole print. There is a bigness of concept and all parts
blend into a whole to express one idea.
Rhythmic movement.--Five out of the ten prints were
rated Excellent in rhythmic movement and five, Good.
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^P. Weitenkampf, American Graphic Art, Rev. ed.
(New York: The Macraillan Co., 1924), p. 29.
^Clifford Pyle, Etching Principles and Methods
(New Yorks Harper and Brothers, 1941), p. 158.
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thought the larger relating lines of Mr. Young's designs were
not obvious, nor sweepingly exciting; but more subtle and
inconspicuous*

Where the larger compositional lines are less

obvious, the rhythmical movement is set up and carried along
by the line used by Mr. Young.

It is a resilient, quick line

which vibrates as it hurries in, around, under, and over
forms •
Note in "The Farriers" that the crosshatching which
was used to shade and to build forms sets up a rhythm which
relates the lines to each other throughout the whole format.
The larger compositional lines also seem to flow around,
across, and vertically to unite the parts together in a
vibrating whole.

"The Hudson from Heine Cook's" has an

intriguing rhythm of lines. The gesture is big and pulsating
with line alone used to build forms. This print seemed to
have a brisk, animated line, which made it the most active
landscape among the ten prints.
Balance.—The dominant rating for balance in Mr.
Young's prints was Excellent with two ratings of Good and two
of Average.

The writer felt that Mahonri had a natural,

spontaneous sense of balance in his design rather than an
intellectual and conscious concern for it.

"Pont Neuf," and

"Farriers," were thought to have the most well-balanced
des igns•
Value distribution.--In distribution of and interesting use of values seven prints received ratings of Excellent,
two of Good and one of Average.

In general, the early prints
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seem to be dark or composed in a low value key, while later
prints are bathed in more light and reflections, causing more
contrast with darks and tones.
"The Farriers" and "Pont Neuf" were considered the
prints with the best distribution and most interesting use of
darks and lights to build good design. The dark areas seem
to draw together and relate well to each other and to the
whole format as do the light and grey areas*
Form.5—Sight prints ranked Excellent in use of form
or mass in design and two rated Good.

The writer selected

the following prints as best samples of use of form in design:
"The Farriers," "Maine Orchard," "Pont Neuf," and "First
Snow-Leonia."
"Whatever Mr. Young's subject or medium of expression,
whether his figures are large or small, they are all executed
with breadth and freedom.**
One authority on art in Paris said: "I cannot help
but observe how big the little things of Hon Young's are
and how little the big things of some others appear to
be." It is not the size of the dog in the fight that
counts, but the size of the fight in the dog.'
Summary.—A look at the over-all ratings seemed to
indicate that "Pont Neuf," "First Snow-Leonia," and "The
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Form is used here in reference to the illusion of
three-dimensional mass, bulk, or solid as one of the elements
of design.
°Rilla Evelyn Jackman, American Arts (Chicago: Rand
McNally and Company, 1928), p. 416.
7

Richard R* Lyman, "Utah's Famous Sculptor Son," The
Pioneer (March, 1950), p. 15*
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Farriers" ranked the highest in design among the ten prints
analyzed, but in the writer's opinion "Pont Neuf" had an edge
over the other two with the best balance of elements within
its design, most interesting variety of space divisions, and
most interesting distribution of dark amidst white and grey
areas.
Craftsmanship
Wiping of plate*—Seven of Mahonri's prints were rated
Excellent for skill in wiping the plate.

It is significant

to note that of the three which were rated Good, one of them,
"Pont Neuf," was a trial proof, so it may explain why only
the outer areas of the print were slightly smudged while the
rest of the print was deftly wiped.
Clarity of impression.—For clarity of impression
eight of the prints were rated Excellent, The two which were
rated lower in this regard were significantly the earlier
prints of Mahonri's career:

"Pont des Arts" and "The

Farriers," made in 1902 and 1907 respectively.
It was the opinion of the writer that Mr. Young's
prints were in the main handled with skilled craftsmanship,
and this is in harmony with the statement made by Mahonri S.
Young that his father took great pride in being a craftsman*
Sensitivity
Biting of plate.—Six of Mahonri's prints ranked high
in sensitivity as expressed through the bitten line. There
were three prints assessed to be Good and one, Average*
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Although there is evidence of some foul biting, the
print "First Snow-Leonia" resulted in a variety of gradations
of thickness, darkness, sharpness, and delicacy of line to
express the spirit of the occasion. The figure in the lower
right hand corner is significantly quiet so as not to carry
the eye movement out at the corner.
"The Hudson from Heine Cook's" seemed to have been
overbitten in areas while other areas looked underbitten*
Synthesis of print.--Five prints ranked Excellent and
Good in sensitivity as expressed through the total synthesizing of the print.
Again, "First Snow-Leonia," "Pont Neuf" and "The
Farriers," were in the first group along with "Tewa" and
"Maine Orchard,"

These prints seemed to have the most effec-

tive over-all unification of parts. Through a sensitive
interaction of the individual elements to cause the combination as a whole to express the idea intended, each of these
prints ranked high in sensitivity.

Four of these five ranked

Excellent also under Biting of Plate.
"Tewa" was considered by the writer to be the most
sensitively synthesized composition of the ten in that a
beautiful statement has been made with economy of line and
restraint. Controlled line, draftsmanship, design, and
craftsmanship have been combined with understanding to make a
simple, yet powerful, statement.
Zigrosser also praised "the superb re-creation of an
Indian village, Tewa, which for draftsmanship and economy of
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line, and suggestion of atmosphere and mood, is as fine as
any drypoint made in the twentieth century whether in America
or England.8
Draftsmanship
Knowledge of subject.—Mr. Young's ten prints were
unanimously appraised to be Excellent for knowledge of subject .
There is no trace of posing or self-consciousness in
Young's figures; they go about their ways simply and
naturally* . * . He knows his horses and other animals,
goats, sheep, chickens, hawks, and the like.9
That Mr. Young knew his subjects well is further verified by looking at the yet uncounted thousands of drawings
made by him of such subject matter as used in his ten prints.
Confidence in drawing.—The writer felt that the con'"'•'"••I"
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fidence Mahonri had in drawing was demonstrated excellently
in eight prints. The two prints for which there were lower
judgments rendered were "Pines" and "Pont des Arts" done in
1898 and 1902 respectively, early in the artist's career.
The drawing in both prints seems just a little strained with
hard, stiff lines unlike Mahonri's later vibrant, flexible
lines.

There seems to be more of a tightness of gesture and

an unsureness of drawing evident in these prints.
Perspective.--Seven of the prints were justly rendered
in excellent perspective and of the three judged Good because
8

Carl Zigrosser, "Mahonri Young," The Artist in
America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1942), pp. 201-207.
9

Ibid.
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of slight imperfections in linear perspective, it is possible
that the artist's concern may in these cases have been more
with the total concept of the etching than with the particulars in which case the specifics were made to be subservient
to the whole or, in some cases to enhance the whole.
Line Quality
Expressiveness of line.--In expressiveness of line,
the print analyses showed that there were five prints assessed
as Excellent and four as Good with one appraised to be Aver-

"Maine Orchard" and "First Snow-Leonia," were among
those rated highly, but the former seemed to have the most
expressive line—line which had a spirited, vigorous character
itself while building up the forms of nature,
"June in New Jersey" and "Pont des Arts" were found
to have more static lines used to render light and shade,
with less intrinsically expressive qualities themselves. But
for the most part, Mr. Young's lines were found to be good in
expressive qualities, though not strongly evocative or soulful*
Economy of line.—For economy of line, there were
five prints judged to be Excellent; two, Good; and three.
Average.

"Pines," "Tewa," and "Navaho Watering Place" were

done with a few lines which said more in their prudence than
some of the profusely lined prints did.
Summary * —There were seventeen sub-criteria by which
ten of Mr. Young's prints were analyzed, allowing for a total

of 170 points to be distributed somewhere within the range of
the ratings from Excellent to Poor*
An evaluation of the analyses showed that none of the
prints rated below average on the scale*

Therefore, among

the ratings used, the 170 points were found to be distributed
in the following numbers: Excellent, 115 points; Good, 45
points; Average, 10 points*

(See Appendix, p* 127)

To get more meaning out of these figures their percentages in relation to the total of 170 points were figured.
The results showed that 67.6% of the 170 points accumulated
under the rating of Excellent, 26.42S under Good, and 5.9%
under Average.
A count of the number of Excellent, Good, or Average
ratings each etching received showed that seven prints had a
majority of Excellent ratings, one had an even number of
points of Excellent and Good and two prints received a majority of Good points. No print had a majority of Average
points•
One print, "First Snow-Leonia," received a perfect
score of seventeen ratings of Excellent for each criteria.
"Tewa" was given sixteen Excellent marks; "Pont Neuf," fifteen; "Maine Orchard," fourteen; and "The Farriers," thirteen
with each of the prints receiving only Good ratings for the
remaining numbers.
It was significant to note that the two earliest
prints in the ten received the lowest over-all ratings. They
were "Pont des Arts" and "The Pines."
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The rest of the prints, in decreasing over-all rai
were arranged in the following order:

"Navajo Watering

Place," "June in New Jersey," "The Hudson from Heine Cook»s."
Inasmuch as the selection of prints was conducted
with emphasis on picking a group of representative prints, it
was anticipated that not all the prints would have been considered by the artist himself to be his best works. Therefore, it is logical to find some etchings in this group with
weak or unintegrated parts.

It is only normal for any artist

to have his share of bad along with successful or good works.
In spite of the foregoing, a meaningful discovery
made was that six out of the ten prints selected for analysis
received no ratings of Average. With a majority of prints
ranking Excellent or Good for meeting the fine print requirements, it seemed reasonable to conclude that these prints in
the majority are fine prints.
The rest of the prints received ratings of Excellent
for meeting the fine print requirements in at least four or
more areas.
Considering the excellent ratings received by the
etchings of Mr. Young in the analysis conducted by the writer
and in view of the confirmation of the high quality of Mr.
Young's prints as expressed in the praise given him by his
art contemporaries and, at the same time, allowing for the
normal occurrence of less successful creative attempts in
some of the prints, it is the conclusion of the writer that
Mr. Young is a fine printmaker; the majority of his etchings
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fulfill the requirements of fine prints.

In meeting each

requirement—in having something to say and in succeeding to
say it by synthesizing the idea and design elements through
craftsmanship, draftsmanship, sensitivity, and good line
quality to produce etchings which are fine prints—Mr* Young
ranks well as a fine printmaker.
Being a fine printmaker, and having left a legacy of
fine prints for society to study, to enjoy, and to learn from,
his contribution to American Art cannot be denied.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Life of Mahonri Mackintosh Young
Mahonri Mackintosh Young, son

of Mahonri Moriancumer

and Agnes Mackintosh Young, was born August 9, 1877, in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Mr. Young determined early in life to become a sculptor. As his formal schooling consisted of eight years of
common school studies and four years of art studies in
New York and Paris, he was largely a self-educated man and
artist. Although his formal schooling was limited, he added
to this manifold through his own search for knowledge and
truth throughout his life. He was one who never stopped
learning, thus never stopped growing.
Mahonri was motivated by a keen love of life and a
resourcefulness which led him to dig, to delve, to taste, and
to enjoy life fully through reading, research, observation,
and work.
A strong personal character and integrity of purpose
impelled the artist to pursue his goal to become not only a
sculptor but an artist with a solid foundation.
Mr. Young's skill and mastery over art media kept
pace with his intellectual growth for he was indeed a
92
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dedicated worker. To skill and education, then, was added a
sensitivity of thought and feeling which together produced an
artist of great potential.
As a prolific draftsman, one who drew constantly, Mr.
Young left a repertory of drawings which "should be prizes of
the print rooms of the future."1

Many of his drawings have

been praised and reporduced in art publications*
As an etcher, Mahonri produced over two-thousand
prints, hundreds of which are in the permanent collections of
public and private art museums, galleries, and institutions
and 1,190 of which remain in the possession of Brigham Young
University*

Mr. Young's private collection of hundreds of

prints of the masters and his artist contemporaries is also a
valuable legacy for society*
His work in art did not center only in his own progress but also extended outward in beneficent services to
society.

Mahonri was a devoted teacher and humanitarian. He

was responsible for helping other aspiring, young artists by
sharing and teaching. He was author of many art essays, criticisms, and lectures on art history, drawing, printmaking,
and sculpture. He was also a leader of several sculpture,
etching, and art associations, and he exhibited his work frequently throughout his life.
X

Frank Jewett Mather, "The Art of Mahonri Young,"
Mahonri Young, Retrospective Exhibition (Andover: Phillips
Academy, 1940), p. 10.
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The life of Mahonri as a draftsman-printmaker was
without doubt a resourceful and productive one, and not in
the least devoid of success.
What is a Fine Print?
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The requirements of a fine print, specifically an
etching, can be summed up as follows; it must have:
1.

Meaning or content—expression of what the artist
feels or wishes to say about something.

2.

Good design, form, composition,

3. Evidence of craftsmanship in use of art tools,
materials, and equipment,
4. Evidence of sensitivity in expression and execution of the plate.
5. Good draftsmanship.
6.

Good line quality:
A. Expressiveness of line.
B* Economy of line*
Analysis and Evaluation of Prints

In comparison with the criteria of a fine print, six
out of the ten prints analyzed, receiving no ratings of Average, composed a majority ranking Excellent or Good*

Also

considering the confirmation of the high quality of Mr.
Young's prints as expressed in the praise given him by his
art contemporaries and, at the same time, allowing for a reasonable occurrence of less successful creative attempts in
some of the prints, it is the conclusion of the writer that
the prints of Mr. Young are fine prints; therefore, Mr. Young
is a fine printmaker.
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In meeting each requirement—in having something t©
say and in succeeding to say it by synthesizing the idea and
design elements through craftsmanship, draftsmanship, sensitivity, and application of good line quality to produce etch-*
ings which are fine prints—Mr. Young ranks well as a fine
printmaker*
Being a fine printmaker, and having left a legacy of
fine prints for society to study, to enjoy, and to learn from,
his contribution to American Art cannot be denied*
Conclus ions
This study revealed pertinent fact from which the
following conclusions were made:
1. Mr. Young's prints, having the qualities required
of fine prints, are properly designated fine prints. It follows, therefore, that his prints are of significant value to
the Brigham Young University art collection,
2.

His prints being fine prints, Mahonri Young may

properly be called a fine printmaker,
3.

As a fine printmaker, Mr. Young contributed to

American Art in the following ways:

(a) He was a creator of

fine prints, of etchings particularly.
of drawing and etching.
tions,

(b) He was a teacher

(c) He was a leader of art organiza-

(d) He was a collector of significant art works,

He was a lecturer and essayist on art.
in etching Southwest American scenes.

(e)

(f) He was a pioneer
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Form Letter sent to Professional Friends
of Mahonri Young
(Date)
(Heading)
Dear
The Art Department of Brigham Young University is
sponsoring my thesis project entitled Mahonri Mackintosh
Young, Printmaker. The purpose of this thesis is to study and
to document the life and the work of Mahonri Young as a printmaker. In studying the works and writings of Mahonri, I am
experiencing a personal involvement with this important figure in American art, and I am in need of just a little more
personal information which only you can provide.
As a contemporary and a friend of the late Mahonri
Young, it would be of real service to me and would give
warmth to my thesis, if you should agree to briefly tell me
what you know about (1) Mr. Young's particular techniques in
producing and printing etchings, (2) the kind of beliefs he
had on art and life, and (3) what you believe contributed to
his success as an artist, particularly in etching. If you
have any pertinent information, not included in the above
three suggestions, about which you would like to talk which
will help me to know Mr. Young better, please feel free to
express it.
It is not my intention to impose upon your time as I
know you are a busy man; but should you find it agreeable to
assist me as requested above, may I have your permission to
quote your statement? Enclosed please find a stamped envelope
to assist you in replying at your earliest convenience.
Thank you sincerely for your kind attention to this matter.
Respectfully yours,

Miss Shirley Yonemori
/sky
End*
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July 13, 1963
Dear Miss Yonemori:
Your second letter, dated April 26, 1963, also was delayed
and only reached me today at my home in Great Neck, L.I*,
New York. It seems it had been held at the Herald Tribune
following receipt, evidently some two months ago.
1 am sorry. But as I resigned from the position I so long
held at the Herald Tribune last November I seem to have to
expect such delays in the delivery of letters which are forwarded to me. I have retired and am at work on a book.
I would have been pleased to send you a few paragraphs on the
work of my old friend, the late Mahonri M. Young, though I
imagine that you have now written and submitted your thesis,
and my commentary would thus be unnecessary. Anyways
(1) Apropos his techniques in producing etchings: You, no
doubt, have learned already about this subject. Young was an
intensely informed artist and craftsman and his wide experience in art matters seemed reflected in his work, not only
his sculpture and occasional painting but in his drawing and
etching also. He was a member of the National Academy, but
I found much of his work anything but academic. So it was
with his etchings, they were just soundly drawn with an added
individuality, which was not stressed, particularly, but was
inherent. His style was somewhat impressionist.
(2) His beliefs on art and life were as stimulating to his
friends as to his pupils. He knew art from A to Z through
wide reading and experience and had very definite ideas,
almost to the point of being dogmatic about them. He took
much personal credit for the knowledge he had of art, and
many may have thought him boastful. He preferred subjects
of life and filled dozens of sketch books with brilliant nota«
tions of the European and Western American people and other
objects he enjoyed most.
(3) I think what contributed most to his success in etching
were his personality and skill in drawing, and his study of
life which he pursued with passionate intensity.
I hope these notes, even at this late date, will be of assist*
ance to you in forming a well-rounded picture of your subject
and his work.
Sincerely,
s/ Carlyle Burrows
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April 14-63
Dear Miss Yonemori,
I am sorry I'll be of very little help to you in
regards to Hon's method of etching and printing. I do know
something of his basic ideas about drawing, painting, modeling and art i n general. He loved good paper to work on—fine,
time-seasoned stock—but some of his best drawings were made
on cover stock or even newsprint.
His N. Y. studio was the center for a small group of
Utah fellows whom he had taken an interest in. Several nights
a week we would have a model and Hon would criticize our work
and hold forth on the work of the masters.
He especially leaned towards those artists who emphasized character, etc. They were Millet, Daumier, ToulouseLautrec, Degas, Maillol, and above all, I believe, Rembrandt.
He loved Italian, Chinese and French cooking* In a
tired old section of New York there was an Italian Restaurant
that he liked to lunch at on Fridays (They served Bouill-abaisse on that day). At other times he would be found in a
Chinese restaurant in New York's China Town. On these occasions he and his little group would discuss art, artists, and
life in general.
During the clement weather (Sat. afternoons) you were
very apt to find Hon and his friends sketching the animals in
the Bronx Zoo, His fellow artists of that day acknowledged
that he was tops with the pen, pencil, crayon and sketchbook*
He was equally at home at the Zoo, city streets, market place
or the Indian country in the Southwest*
I will try and jot down some of his basic teachings:
That there were no short-cuts to excellent drawing*
That the artist as well as the writer, needs a vocabulary, not necessarily academic perfection but that it took
great knowledge of form to express it in a direct simple manner. He believed in objective reality and subjective unity,
plus the artist's taste.
He stressed relaxation--to prepare yourself the best
you could and then give yourself over to the work with no
further thought of success or failure.
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One must work vigorously and with conviction*
He held to the idea of a developed sense of sight and
touch as essential for the artist to express an organized
artistic visual unity.
To him, finish was not detail—only the completion of
the idea the artist set out to express.
He urged his students on to learn to see—to grasp
the visual image and to express it within the structure of
the natural laws of art, to clarify a natural form that it
may express a living content and unity (not bits of images
pieced together).
Never over-act or over-compose.
Aim at the bull's-eye, not the whole target.
The hand is not just a hand; it is a weapon, a wedge*
Draw the tension, not just the fist.
I believe his favorite subjects were the Southwest
Indians, men and women of labor, athletes, animals and of
course the pioneers of Utah.
His great talent enabled him to select that medium
which would best express the idea he had in mind. He was at
home with marble, clay, the etching needle, water-colors,
oils, crayon, etc.
Like Millet's peasants, Ron's subjects generally were
in action. Stevadores, laborers, athletes and notice the
fluid motion of his Navajo Indians, their milch goats, sheep
herds, etc. He was elemental and had an instinct for action.
I believe his splendid feeling for bigness, mass, form in
movement was one of his outstanding qualities.
He believed the Old Masters had stood the test of
time and deserved our respect* He was not a fadist nor did
he believe in the Freudian approach to art.
When he was convinced he was right, he was a hard man
to down in an argument. He always had time to help a young
artist out but had little patience with a dilettante.
A zest for life, a keen sense of perception along
with his native talent was reflected in his work. I believe
the public saw and felt this. (He also had the capacity for
hard work.)
At present there is an exhibition on in New York. It
is the 50th anniversary of the original Armory Show of 1913*
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It is being held in the original hall (69th Regiment Armory).
Of the 1,300 paintings, sculptures and drawings originally
shown, about 400 have been gathered together.
I mention this because Hon was one of the original
sponsors of the 1913 show.
A group of American artists decided to break with the
National Academy. The idea originated with a group of outstanding artists of that day: Elmer MacRae, Jerome Myers,
Walt Kuhn, Arthur B. Davies, Robert Henri, Guy Rene du Bois,
Ernest Lauson, George Luks, William Glackens, Maurice Pendergast, John Sloan and our own, Mahonri Young.
Walt Kuhn wrote: "The exhibition affected every phase
of American life--the apparel of men and women, the stage,
automobiles, airplanes, furniture, interior decoration, beauty
parlors, advertizing, printing, plumbing, hardware—everything
from modernistic designs of gas pumps, beach umbrellas, bathing suits down to the merchandise of the dime store."
Hon did not go for the Cubists or the Fauvists, but
he believed every man (sincere man) had the right to be heard
or seen.
I can't give an unbiased opinion of Hon as a man. He
was ever ready to help me with a job that I couldn't seem to
solve and he was never too busy to sit down and help get one
back on the right track. He was an outspoken man, both with
his criticism and his praise.
I hope there is something here that will at least serve
as a background for your thesis. If there is anything further
that you think I might help with, please drop me a line and
I'11 do my best*
I wish you success with your thesis and I know it
would please Hon very much.
Sincerely,
/s Mm, Galbraith Crawford
Lake Shore Club Apts. #31
2311 Wealthy St. S. E.
E. Grand Rapids, Michigan
P.S.
Please don't edit this. I never received a halo for
English and such when I attended the B.Y.U.
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May 2nd 63

Dear Miss Yonemori—
The enclosed clipping* may be of some interest to
you.
My daughter who is with the Pratt Art Institute
attends most of the art shows. She writes that this Armory
Show was well displayed and had an interesting idea to create
a setting fot the show. They had photostated old newspapers
and photographs (of fifty years ago), all giving one an idea
of what was happening at that time (and there was a picture
of Hon, as a sponsor), which brings the old boy up to date.
Sincerely,
/s Wm. G. Crawford

*The clipping from the New York Times was undated,
but it was believed that it was published in the spring of
1963.
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Garrison, N. Y.

May 5th 1963

Miss Shirley Yonemori
531 North 2 E.
Provo, Utah
Dear Miss Yonemori:I am honored to have Mahonri Sharp Young think of me
in relation to his father's work. However, it embarrasses me
to admit that 1 never saw Mahonri M. Young bite a plate nor
pull a proof though I knew him for nearly forty years. Nevertheless I am familiar with most of his etchings which I admire
as greatly as I do his sculpture, painting and drawings.
As to Mahonri*s methods of etching, I can only judge
from the prints themselves and a few conversations with him
about the subject. Like most artists of real stature, he
seems to have used the simplest means to get what he wanted.
There was nothing particularly personal in his technique nor
in his materials. He was an experienced craftsman whose
craftsmanship was subservient to his art. His interest was
centered in what he had to say and he said it without any
conscious mannerisms.
Like his art, Mahonri Young had no affectations. To
the end of his life, he was simply a man from Salt Lake City
with a Mormon background and was proud of it. Perhaps his
most salient characteristic was his enthusiasm for all of the
arts—and everything else. From the old days at the 59th St*
studio to the last days at the Century, his interest in
things never flagged* His conversation ranged from model T,
Fords to Rubens, from Bach to modern skyscrapers—always with
a fresh and an original twist to it.
I am sorry to be unable to go into more detail about
his methods in etching. But if you will study the old tried
and true techniques, you will come very close to what Mahonri
Young did.
Sincerely,
s/Charles Locke
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733 N* 500 W.
Provo, Utah
March 23, 1963
Miss Shirley Yonemori
531 No. 2nd East.
Provo, Utah
Dear Miss Yonemori:
In your letter dated March 21, 1963, you ask my opinion concerning certain aspects of the work of Mahonri
Mackintosh Young, the artist.
I must first tell you that I am not an expert in the
etching process. I considered Mahonri M. Young as a friend
but I have had fewer intimate contacts with artist Young than
with other prominent Utah artists of his time.
In spite of this handicap, I rate him very high as a
man and as an artist. I consider artist Young as being
worthy of a place at the top of a worthy list of Utah men and
women who have made contributions in the graphic and plastic
arts.
I was impressed with the work of Mahonri M. Young
when I first saw it in exhibitions of the Utah Art Institute.
I developed the urge to meet the artist and see him at his
work.
On one of my early visits to Salt Lake City I left my
friends and associates and went alone to find Mahonri Young.
The janitor of the Deseret News Building led me
through a long narrow hall in the annex. I was disappointed
when we discovered that the artist was not in the large room
which was being used as his studio.
The janitor unlocked and opened the door. There were
no statues of heroic size in the studio* Small drawings and
action models greeted us.
I had very little formal advanced training in art at
that time but I marvelled at the power and the vitality of
these small items created with a pencil or a small bit of
clay.
The janitor informed me that he had posed for the
pencil sketches and the clay figures in the room.
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Then and there I began to understand that it is not
the model but the artist who dominates a work of art.
The janitor left me alone in the studio. As I gazed
a new idea began to take form in me. It was the notion that
art is dynamic like life and not static like death.
In my mind, the concepts of power and monumentality
have become associated with Mahonri M. Young and his creations. In his small pieces, I sense power in reserve*
As my understanding of artist Young broadened I came
to regard him as the one artist of my acquaintance who understood and expressed the very spirit of the great West.
Other American artists represented the Indians, the
cowboys, the wagon trains, the mountain peaks, the vast
deserts but artist Young created, in his work, the vastness,
the dynamics, the mystery of the West as I came to know it.
He could summarize and symbolize the meaning and the
greatness of the old West with a lonely prospector or a small
wandering burro. These objects were moving centers of interest in the enchanting, mysterious unknown which we called the
West •
When artist Young drew with a pencil the lines which
he made were pregnant with life and character. With lines he
built forms which were focal points for both thoughts and
feelings.
Although Mahonri M, Young's major work was in the
plastic arts field he was a master in the use of lines.
One of my best psychology teachers constantly emphasized the fact that we do not generally know the content of
our thoughts or the extent of our observation until we begin
to write. We learn by recording and organizing our ideas
with pencil or other media,
I believe that Young's great knowledge of his environ*
ment was in part a result of his constant sketching.
For many years artist Young carried with him a notebook and pencil or a copper plate and an etching needle. He
seemed to be observing and recording as a means of learning
and creating.
Commonplace things become art forms with his personal
signature even if he did not sign his name. To him Nature
was used as a motif. He was not a slave to nature.
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For a time I thought his early pencil drawings were
more interesting than his etchings were. The broader pencil
point appeared more vibrant and flexible. The lines varied
with the pressure of his hand. The finer point of the needle
was for me more mechanical*
I do not know when or why he began to express himself
with the etching medium. It appeared to be a natural sequence
to his early, expressive pencil line drawing. The addition
of the ink values was a desirable asset. Etching became a
new serious adventure with a new art medium*
In Mahonri M. Young's time many prominent sculptors
and painters used etching as a second art medium* Some artists limited each edition to 20 prints and then they destroyed the plate* A common price was twenty dollars for each
print* Each plate brought the artist approximately $200.00 as
a supplement to his regular income.
With this formula commissions for sales were partially
eliminated because in many cases private collectors and
museums made standing requests for prints from every plate
which the artist created.
Later when steel coating became common unlimited editions were produced. The price dropped, the manufacturing
process was installed and the importance of the artist was in
a way diminished.
I visited Young's studio in New York City and later
his large country studio. In the latter place his etching
room was added to the immense general work and display structure.
The arrangement of his tools and equipment in the
etching studio was an indication of the orderly way in which
he worked.
Herald R. Clark and I visited the galleries of a
New York art dealer where a one man exhibit of Mahonri M.
Young's etchings was on public display. We were negotiating
for the purchase of the Young collection of art at the time.
The dealer assured us that professional artists and
collectors esteemed Young's etchings very highly* He was a
master of his craft and he contributed a personal quality
which made his work worthy and desirable.
In most of Mahonri M. Young's work he shows a strong
tendency to simplify. This contributes the feeling of bigness, of monumentality, and universality. He achieves this
quality without eliminating a certain lyrical charm. This

quality of simplicity is more evident in his larger sculptural creations*
In artist Young's etchings the line structure is
essential and is the necessary foundation for the completed
work* With the wiping process he could have made the work
more dramatic and exciting for the untrained observer. I
feel that he stopped when "enough is enough and too much may
be too much."
To me there is a personal consistency in all of the
artist's work. His drawings, etching, water colors, oils and
sculpture all bear record of a strong man and a sensitive
artist who constantly reveals his personal thoughts and feelings. Each art process modifies and changes the final art
product but in the work of Mr. Young each item is not merely
a moving drawing, an interesting etching, a good water color,
a strong oil or a powerful piece of sculpture. In all of these
we know that it is artist Young expressing himself with different media.
It is my opinion that his native ability was strengthened by the environment of his youth. As a comparative young
man the artist moved to New York City, America's most important art center. He felt the need to mature his art where he
could X>e surrounded by friends and competitors who were more
advanced than he in his chosen field, the graphic and plastic
arts.
It has been my great pleasure to meet and converse
with the man, Mahonri M. Young, on several occasions. In all
vocations, the man, his personality, his training and experience, his attitude toward life and his profession is very
essential and fundamental.
Leaders in every line of endeavor have big concepts
of life. They possess a prophetic faith in growth. They
have an interest in humanity. They think of their work as an
essential and not as something apart. They have no friendship with mere cleverness.
Mahonri M. Young was a worthy grandson of the church
leader and colonizer Brigham Young. In his field he was a
man of vision integrity.
I have learned much of Mahonri M. Young, the man,
from Utah art students who have gone to New York City for
advanced art training. Some of them think of him as their
art father. His friendly and generous attitude set him apart
from some other well-known men.
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He opened his studio to them. He provided models and
became advisor, and unpaid teacher who helped some to noteworthy art careers.
When the modern movement in art began to take form in
the United States, Mahonri was a part of the vanguard. With
the rebellion against the past and the attempt to face the
present and the future, the Eight of 1908 presented to
America the first controversial Modern exhibition.
Five years later in 1913 the second Modern show
appeared in the New York Armory. Young exhibited with these
art rebels. His work was in protest against weak and anemic
creations of that time.
Young was by nature a modern but refused to follow
the latest fashions in both modern and conservative art
trends. He believed that art is an essential part of progress . He also maintained the belief that individual feeling
and expression is the basis of art and that mere fashion, as
such, may be superficial and unworthy.
Artist Young had a talent for expressing his thoughts
and feelings by means of written English. His crisp heartfelt commentary on the destruction of the old Salt Lake
Theatre is a good example of his ability in the speech art.
We can get some idea of Mahonri M. Young by the books
which he chose for his personal library. It may surprise
some people to discover the range of his intellectual interes xs.
The art objects which he chose to become a part of
his studio environment are also a partial index to his interes x.
Our purchase of the Mahonri M. Young Collection is
much more than the buying of a few paintings or pieces of
sculpture. We have brought an important man, a sensitive
artist, here not to bury him with pomp and ceremony but to
abide with us and speak to us through his live creations.
We have on our campus, not an incomplete sample of the man
but the whole man with all of his moods and ideas expressed
through his many art techniques.
The alert interest, the foresight, and the untiring
efforts of Dean Herald R. Clark are largely responsible for
making Mahonri M* Young a part of the Brigham Young University,
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It has been my opinion for a long time, that the
south bronze panel in the Sea Gull Monument is the best and
most significant piece of art created by a native born Utah
artist. Others may differ with me.
To me it is not only an unusual pattern or design, it
portrays tragedy, helplessness, and the strong faith of my
people. It also symbolizes my idea of a miracle where the
human and the Divine are manifest for human betterment.
Cordially yours,
s/ B. F, Larsen
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April

30-63

Dear Miss Yonemori:
I have been so busy during the past two months organizing six one-man shows to be exhibited at the Storm King Art
Center of which I am Curator that I was forced to neglect a
number of things that have real meaning fox me—one of these
being your request to have information regarding Mahonri
Young's prints—his procedure in etching and printing his
pxates,
1 very much regret that I must disappoint you for I
was never on hand where Mahonri etched a plate or made a drypoint. When he had a studio on East 59th Street in New York
City in the early thirties he asked me if I would pull some
prints of his plates for him. At that time he owned a large
etching press in an adjoining room and I made a large number
of prints for him from quite a number of his plates. I do
not recall the paper I used but I do remember that the ink
was Kimbers French Black Mixture. Mahonri was very much
pleased with the results.
In 1951 an exhibition of paintings and sculpture by
75 artists associated with the Art Students League of New York
was held at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, NYC. Statements
about the artists whose works were included were to accompany
a reproduction of the artist's work, Mahonri asked me to
write the one relating to him. I was honored by the request—
it is as follows:
Mahonri M. Young has long enjoyed the reputation of
being an American artist of the first rank. This reputation is based on a mass of some fifty years of creative
work that is extremely personal and completely authentic.
This artist has often said that he is one for whom
the visible world exists, and one may add that he is one
who, through his work, has made the visible world exist.
Mr. Young has also said that he is eye-minded. This is
a modest statement covering but half of the matter for
he is also tradition-minded and in the best sense. That
is—he is keenly aware of what the great masters of the
past have had to say and accepted from them whatever he
could use without having his own creative powers smothered
through the acceptance—the final result being that his
work stands four square on its own feet with debts to
some while imitating none*
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From the beginning of his career Mahonri Young
decided that whatever else he might become, he would
take special care not to become a specialist. Keeping
his word, he has made hundreds of drawings, numbers of
watercolors, paintings, etchings and sculpture of the
most varied subject matter. These include animals,
laborers, prize fighters, portraits, and landscapes*
In fact, it would almost seem that everything Young saw,
found graphic expression in one medium or another.
Here, then, is an artist who has gone along over the
years looking neither to the left nor right, except when
he saw something to draw in those directions.
Harry Wickey
P,S.
If what I have written would be useful for your thesis
I am happy to have you use it--if not—you need not apologize
for not using it.
I would like to know if any of Mahonri's work is
being exhibited by the institution to which it was given. I
hope so. I am very much interested in knowing about this and
would greatly appreciate any information you care to give me
regarding it.
Good luck to you with your thesis about the work of a
great American artist.
Cordially yours,
s/ Harry Wickey
P. 0. Box 121
Cornwall, New York
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MAHONRI YOUNG PRINT COLLECTION
Statistics
Number of prints

1,190

Number of editions

147

Average no, of prints per edition

7.8

Number of signed prints

984

Number signed (etched) on print . . . . . . . . .

45

Number initialed (etched) on print. . . . . . . .

37

Number unsigned prints
Smallest print size
Largest print size

156
1 5/8" x 1 5/8"
15 5/8" x 11 3/4"

Number marked "Trial Proofs, Proofs, Early State"
(Mostly initialed or unsigned)

359

O r i g i n a l P r i n t s - M a h o n r i Young C o l l e c t i o n
P u r c h a s e d from t h e E s t a t e , 1 9 5 9
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M. M, Young - Sculptural Achievement®
It is no surprise that Mahonri Young is recognized as
an American Sculptor when one knows that his whole life was
dedicated to art. From childhood, when his father gave him
clay with which to model, until his eightieth year when he
died, he engaged in the perpetual activity and endeavors of
an artist,
Mr, Young's skill in sculpture was first recognized
by the public when he was awarded the state prizes for painting and sculpture by the Utah State Institute of Fine Arts
in 1906. In the next six years he received honorable mention
at the Buenos Aixe& Exposition for sculpture, the Helen
Foster Barnett prize of the National Academy of Design, and
election to the National Academy of Design. In 1913 he
created the Sea Gull Monument in Salt Lake City.
He continued to win prizes and commissions, with the
silver medal for world sculpture at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco in 1915 and with a commission eight years later to model the Hopi, Apache, and
Navajo groups for the American Museum of Natural History,
New York, His sculpture "The Knockdown" won first prize in
the World Olympic Competition in 1932 and soon the New York
Art Students League beckoned him to be an instructor in
sculpture. In 1935 Mr. Young was honored as an artist by the
National Institute of Arts and Letters along with notables
Sinclair Lewis, writer; Herbert Haseltine, sculptor; Charles
Hopkinson and Harry W. Watrous, painters; and the following
year saw the unveiling of his statue of Joe Gans, the negro
prize fighter at Madison Square Garden in New York. Mahonrifs
life-long desire to sculp the "This is the Place" monument
was realized a decade later when he was seventy years old,
and three years later Mahonri's statue of his grandfather,
Brigham Young, was unveiled in the rotunda of the National
Capitol at Washington, D,C.
Others of his more important sculptural achievements
arei Father Kino Monument at Tucson, Arizona; Portraits of
Joseph and Hyrum Smith, Salt Lake Temple Grounds; and sculpture on the "Monument to the Dead" in the Pro Cathedral in
Damon Runyon, the writer, praised Mahonri*s sculpture
of Joe Gans as "the best athletic piece of sculpture in
America," and Guy Pene Du Bois, critic and artist, said of
Mahonri, " . . . he is a rare sculptor in America and one of
that little band that is putting life and vitality into an
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empty shell which has so long been made to represent American
sculpture," That the art world accepted Mahonri Young as a
sculptor is well demonstrated in the comments made of him in
the newspapers, magazines, and books of art.*

1

*Excerpt taken from a Paper presented to the Utah
Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters by the writer on
April 12, 1963, entitled Mahonri Mackintosh Young, Printmaker
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ARTISTS REPRESENTED IN YOUNG COLLECTION*
Winslow Homer
Whistler
Maillol
C. B. Paris
E. Carlsen
Rembrandt
Jerome Myers
Van Dyck
A. Maurer
Pennell
Lepere
Durer
Manet
Steinlen
Barye
Solander
Leslie
Wenner
Claude Monet
T. Robinson
Glackens
A. B. Davies
Corot
J, A, Weir
R. Weir
Hassam
Blum

P. Daugherty
Bierstadt
Gifford Beal
Murdon
Courbet
Ryder
Fortuny
Manship
Hellue
D. Weir
L, Greene Richards
Marinka Fromkes
C. D. Gibson
Ter Meulen
Lawson
Daubigny
Ribot
Jane de Glehn
Bracquemont
M, N, Moran
Ribera
Sloan
Tiepolo
Salmon
Eridd
Holbein
J. F. Millet

Harry Wickey
J. Newell
J. A. Hubbard
W.T.S.
Will Crawford
Charles Kenne
H. Palmer
Cora Weir Ely
Seymour Haden
Rousseau
Twachtman
S. Morgan
A. Barnouw
E. A, Abbey
W. A. Clark
Carrigan
Smedley
A, B, Wright
Degas
Rubens
Bastien Lepage
Constable
Olin Warner
Herman Palmer
Jongkind
Meryon
Boog

*There are many unidentified works and Japanese prints
which are not listed here.

MAHONRI MACKINTOSH YOUNG, PRINTMAKER

An Abstract
of a Thesis
Presented to the
Department of Art
Brigham Young University

In Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements for the Degree
Master of Arts

by
Shirley Kazuko Yonemori
August, 1963

ABSTRACT
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this thesis was to study and to document the life and the work of Mahonri Young as a printmaker.
The more specific questions to be answered in this study were:
(1) How does Mr, Young rate as a fine printmaker?

(2) What

are his contributions to American Art as a fine printmaker?
In order to answer these questions, it was necessary first to
know:

(a) What is a fine print?

accomplish?

(b) What did Mahonri Young

(c) What did his contemporaries say about him?
Research Procedures

A thorough perusal was made of Mahonri Young's personal writings, records, and each of his prints in an attempt
to know the man and his work.

Books, magazines, and news-

papers supplied much information, and more was obtained
through correspondence and personal interviews with professional friends and relatives of Mr, Young.
Documentation of fine print criteria was made and
upon the basis of these criteria a print analysis chart was
composed.

Ten of the artist's prints were then studied and

analyzed with the use of the analysis chart. Evaluation was
then made of the analysis results.
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Summary
The six requirements of a fine print, specifically an
etching, are:

(1) Meaning ox content,

(3) Evidence of craftsmanship.
(5) Good draftsmanship.

(2) Good design,

(4) Evidence of sensitivity.

(6) Good line quality--expressiveness

and economy of line.
Study of the life of Mahonri Young revealed that he
was a well-educated man and artist, a man of strong character
and integrity of purpose. A keen love of life, a resourceful*
ness, and a sensitivity of thought and feeling motivated him
to master the skills and understanding required of an artist.
Recognized as a master draftsman and prodigious etcher and
highly regarded by his contemporaries, Mahonri's accomplishments also extended outward in beneficent services to society.
He was a devoted teacher, humanitarian, author, lecturer, and
leader in art associations.
Analysis and evaluation of ten of Mr. Young's prints
showed that his prints rank highly in comparison with the
fine print criteria.

In view of this fact and considering

the confirmation of the high quality of his work by his contemporaries, it is the conclusion of the writer that the
prints of Mr. Young are fine prints; therefore Mr. Young is a
fine printmaker.

In this capacity, having left a legacy of

fine prints for society to study, to enjoy, and to learn from,
his contribution to American Art cannot be denied.

Conclusions
1.

Mr. Young's prints, having the qualities required

of fine prints, are properly

designated f i n e prints. It fol-

lows, therefore, that his prints are of significant value to
the Brigham Young University art collection,
2.

His prints being fine prints, Mahonri Young may

properly be called a fine printmaker,
3.

As a fine printmaker, Mr, Young contributed to

American art in the following ways:

(a) He was a creator of

fine prints, of etchings particularly.
of drawing and etching,
tions,

(b) He was a teacher

(c) He was a leader of art organiza-

(d) He was a collector of significant art works,

(e) He was a lecturer and essayist on art. (f) He was a
pioneer in etching Southwest American scenes.
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